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Investigation No. 337-TA-361

NOTICE OF co5o1ISSION DETER)(INATION NOT TO REVIEW
AN INITIAL DETERNINATION ISSUED ON REMAND; DETERNINATION
OF

NO VIOLATION

AGENCY:

U.S.

ACTION:

Notice.

OF

SECTION 337

OF TEE

TARIFF

ACT OF

1930

International Trade Commission.

s m y : Notice is hereby given that the U . S . International Trade Commission
has determined not to review the initial determination (ID) issued on November
28, 1994, by the presiding administrative law judge (ALJ) after remand by the
Commission in the above-captioned investigation, thereby finding that there is
no violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 in the investigation.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Shara L. Aranoff, Esq., Office of the
General Counsel, U.S. International Trade Commission, telephone 202-205-3090.
Copies of the non-confidential version of the ID and all other nonconfidential
documents filed in Connection with this investigation are or will be available
for inspection during official business hours ( 8 : 4 5 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street
s.W., Washington, D.C. 20436, telephone 202-205-2000; Hearing-impaired
persons are advised that information on the matter can be obtained by
contacting the Commission's TDD terminal on 202-205-1810.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On November 24, 1993, the Commission instituted an
investigation of a complaint filed by Pro-Cut International, Inc. ("Pro-Cut")
under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. S 1337). The complaint
alleged that two respondents imported, sold for importation, or sold in the
United States after importation certain portable on-car disc brake lathes and
components thereof that infringed the sole claim of U.S. Letters Patent
4,226,146 ("the '146 patent"). The Commission's notice of investigation named
as respondents Hunter Engineering Company ("Hunter") and Ludwig Hunger
Maschinenfabrik GmbH ("Hunger"), each of which was alleged to have committed
one or more unfair acts in the importation or sale of portable on-car disc
brake lathes that infringe the asserted patent claim.
The ALJ conducted an evidentiary hearing on May 2-4, 1994, and issued his
final ID on August 12, 1994. He found that: (1) respondents' imported product
does not infringe the asserted patent claim; (2) complainant satisfied the

economic requirements for existence of a domestic industry; but that ( 3 ) there
is no domestic industry because Complainant is not practicing the '146 patent.
Based upon hie findings of no infringement and no domestic industry, the ALJ
concluded that there was no violation of section 337.

on September 29, 1994, the Commission determined to review the August 12
final ID and to remand the ID in Pa* to the ALJ for further explanation of
hie findings of no infringement under the doctrine of equivalents and no
domestic industry. The COmmiSSiOn ordered the ALJ to ieeue an ID on the
.manded issues On Or before November 28, 1994. The Commission adopted the
Ausust 12 final ID in all other respecta.
On November 28, 1994, the ALJ issued an ID addreoeing the remanded
issues. The remand ID provides additional findings of fact and analyeis and
reiteratee the AtJ'S prior findings of no infringement under the doctrine of
and no domestic industry. Complainant filed a petition for review
objecting to both findings of the remand ID. Both respondents and the
Commission investigative attorneys filed oppositions to the petition for
review Supporting the ALJ's findings in the remand ID. No agency comments
were received.
Having considered the record in this investigation, including the August
12 final ID, the November 28 remand ID, and all submissions filed in

connection with the petitions €or review of both IDS, the Commission
determined not to review the November 28 remand ID.
This action is taken under the authority of section 337 of the Tariff
Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. S 1337, and sections 210.53 o f the Commission's Interim
Rules of Practice and Procedure, 19 C.F.R. S 210.53.
By order of the Commission.

&-< 2

Donna R. Koehnke
secretary

Iseued:

January 10, 1995
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UNITXD STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMfSSION
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter Of
Certain Portable On-Car
Disc Brake Lathes And
Components Thereof

PU
1
)
)

1
1

Investigation No. 337-TA-361

Initial Determination

Pursuant to the September 29, 1994, "Notice of Commission Determination

To Review and Remand To the Presiding Administrative Law Judge Certain
Portions Of An Initial Determination Terminating The Investigation On the
Basis Of A Finding Of No Violation Of Section 337, And To Designate The

Investigation More Complicated" directing iesuance of an initial determination
addressing certain remanded questions, this ie the administrative law judgers
initial determination pursuant to said notice.

order8d the followhg:
2. On or before Novmber 28, 1994( the Aw ahall imaue an ID
addresring the following remanded que8tioru:

3.

a.

Whether the 8Ccu8ed device p e r f o m
function a8
SubEt8Xlti8lly th8
diaclosed in the "cne.p. for attaching"
clause in claim 1 of th8 '146 patent?

b.

Whether the a c w e d device operatea in
subatantially the mama m y an disclosed in
the " M ~ Efor attaching" c l a w e in claim
1 of the '146 pafeat?

C.

Whether the accused device achieve.
r88Ult 86 di8Cl088d
Sub8f8Ilti8lly the 8in the "meum for attaching" clause in
claim 1 of the '146 patent?

d.

To what scop. of equivalent6
pateat entithd?

e.

Whether, in light of que8tionr a-d rai8.d
above, the dom8tic indwtry i8 practicing
the '146 patent under the doctrine of
equivalents?

i8

the '146

The ALJ ahall make apeclfic factual findings with
respect to each remanded question, indicate what
record evidence support. tho88 finding.,
and provide
an an8lyai8 of hi. ultimate determination on each
issue.

4.

The subject ID ['I
other respectr.

Responses from the partie.,

is adopted by the Coranlmmion in all

pursuant to Order No. 4 4 (

011

the aboV8 quertionr

have been rec8ived.

Addrearing 'que8tion 2a," the 8 C ~ ~ 8 edevice
d

doe8

not perform

c l a w e i n claim 1 of the '146 pateat.
1

The "subject ID" i8 the final initial d8t8nnin8tion w h i c h f88Ued
on A u g w t 12, 1994 (8/12/1D) and which found no violation.

A.

-fie

224.a

p8ctw

fn

am

Claim 1 (the only claim) of the '146 p t a n t read8 a8 followE:
A portable lathe devicer intended primarily for
returaing of b r a e discs m d canpriaing a portable
driving device including a drive member rad a clutch

device connected with 8aid drive member, said clutch
device incorporating a centering device adapted to
ascertain that the driving device and the brake di8c
shafts are aligned, 8aid centering device compri8ing a
rotatable disc f o r mounting to the brake disc, guiding
means for aligning the rotatable di8c with brake disc
and clamping mean0 for locking the rotatable disc and
the brake disc in aligned porrition, mefor
attaching raid clutch device to a brake di8c for
rotation of the di8c whea atill mounted on a wheel
shaft and from which brake df8c the wheel has been
dismounted, a tool holder adjacant the driving device
for a t t a w u said
and provided with feed m o r n r
m o w i n u m i n t 8 for a
&rake vokp, raid tool holder including two
individually adjwtable lathe tools intended one for
each 8ide of the brake d i r e urd 8aid tool holder being
moveable radially relative to the brake d i r e m d a
supporting ann rigidly connecting .aid la8t holder
with m i d driving device to fonn m integral portable
unit.
(CX 2,

Col. 4:9-31) (emphasis added).

[tt 29 o f 8/12/94 ID1

a

Finding. of fact number8 1 through 223 were cantained in the
8/12/94 ID. The number8 of the finding8 of fact 8et f o r t h herein continue
PF 224. For the conveaieace of the
with the next coruecutive number,
Comai88ion applicablo finding6 of the 8/12/94 ID are duplicrted in thir
initial determination.

&.

2

I

3

/c
/8

C

20

22 4

4

226.
=-car

The '146 patent claim 1 .i

directed by it8 tenam to

8

one piece

brake lathe a8 ahown in FIQ. 2 (CX 2) (ppp FP 2 2 5 ) .
227.

The '146 patent, uader the he8diag DESCRIPTION OF

SoMg PREFERRBD

KMBODIMKNTS, lad referring to the PfQ. 1 e,mbodimeat, atatem:

The l8the device according to the invention 8hown in
FIG. 1 incorpor8te8 8 driving device 1, which for
irutmce can be an electric motor provided with 8 worn
transmission. The motor i 8 prevented from rotating by
mans of 8 supporting po8t 2 and it i 8 adapted Vi8 a
clutch to drive the brake di8c 3, which i 8 atill
mounted on the wheel s b f t , in the direction 8hom by
arrow A. The clutch devic8 4 i8 connected to the
brake d i m by meum o f 8 mcrew joint 5 fitted i n the
brake diac bore. or guide 8pindle8 intandad for
attachment of tho wheel hub with it8 tire to th8 brake
di8c.

The brake yoke with the brake .hoe8 and the brake
pi8fOM h8V8 h e n di8UtOUZlt8d from the wheel .nb 8Xi
attachmant arm 7 has
of boba- u x e d in €be bare. intQndad for fittinu of th
&&e
voke, The attachment arm 7 i s via bolts 9
att8ched to 8 tool holder incorpor8ting 8 bottom pl8te
10 provided with guide8 .long which 8 C8rXYing pl8te
11, which cartie8 lathe tool8 14 i8 di.pl8ceable in
the direction of arrow 8. The carrying plate motion
iS effected rmntully Vi8 8 U d wheel 12 .nb 8
tranami88ion. The hthe tool8 14, one for e8ch 8ide
of the brake d i m , 8r8 both individually latcr8lly
a
w of on8 adjutmeat 8cr.w 13 each.
adjamtable by m
The bottom plate 10 can be mounted in right hand o r
left haad po8itioru rahtive to the 8ttachmmt arm 7
to be able to be u m d f o r reconditioning o f brake
disc8 situated 8t any ride of the vehicle.

m

(cx

2 , c o l . 1, line8 64-68, col. 2, linea 1-23)

t?P 33

of 8/12/94
228.

(empha8i8 8dded).

ID1

Referring to the FIQ. 2 embodiment, the '146 p a t m t at8te8 in

part :

In FIG. 2 i 8 t
h
u rho- 8 driving device 1, W h k h i 8
prevented from rot8thg. The brake di8c 3 i8 driven
in the direction A by the driving devic8 1, which e.g.
can be 8 wozm tr.rumi88ion motor or the like through
the intermedi8ry of 8 W c h deVice 4
88 a

as of the brake disc i n t c n d c d n o to receive a wheel hub with tire bv
whereaa the opposite urd of the attachment am
i8 fixed 80 one and of 8 8upporting 8rm 15, which at
ita end rituated nearest to the attachment arm 7
support8 the carrying plate 11.
w
c
h device
4 in thia embodiment incorwrate8 a mountinu d a t e 1 9 ,
which in fitEed to #e b
r
&
s
!
w W
The clutch
Bevice furthermore incorwrate8 a PYPIbar of
Dins and c l a ~ a nShoulders
~
20* w h k b are fitted tQ
the mountina Dlate 19 bv mwm of a u i W l e members at

*,

...

the mountina blate when lockinu bars 22 are acted ubop
when the center acrew 6 is tiqhfeneQ.
-_
(CX 2, col. 2, linea 28 to 42, 61'to 68, col. 3, lines 1-71 (amphasir tdded)

trr 34

o f 8/12/94 ID1

229.

Referring to both ~mbodimaPf8PIQ. 1 and FIG. 2 , the '146 patent

discloses:
Both embodiments of the portable lathe device 8hown i n
F I G S . 1 and 2 work mainly in the aamc mauner and give
the same advantages. After the vehicle, on which the
brake disc8 ahall be re-turned, ha8 bean blocked up
and wheel and brake yoke with brake shoes and brake
pistons have been dimmounted the attachment 81111 7 i8
fitted to the boras for the brake yoke. me c l u t a
fixed to the brake disc bv
$evice 4 is centered&

31 of the tool h o l d s is ad.lypted to its corrcct
position an r w o n to the brake disc. whereuwn thq
-vIrWv
adiusted bv m
e
w of
m
u waThe
driving motor 1 i8 thereupon rtarted and it rotate8
tho brake di8c vi8 tho built in gear. Tho lathe tool8
14 are imnobile except for their adjwtmcnt
po88ibilitie8, aidewayr and in the feed direction
ahown by arrow. B . The feed of the l8the tool. in the
radial direction of the brake di8c i8 effoctod by
meo f manual maneuvering on the hand wheel 12, but
it i8 a180 po88ibh to coaaect thi8 haad who01 to aa
air driven, slowly rotating drilling nuchina or the
like for obtaining a mora .van lathe tool. feod. In
the embodiment according to PIQ. 2 the att8cbment arm
7 ir furthermore intended to &.certain
that thr

.

6

.

a

.

driving motor does not stut to r0t8te and it thereby
takes over the function of the supporting post 2 at
embodiment accordbg t o PIG. 1.
(CX 2 , col. 3 , lines 9 to 3 2 ,

frr

35 o f 8/12/94
230.

col.

4 , lines 1

to

3)

(emphasis added).

ID1

Comp18inant8sexpert, Dr. David

M.

Park., is

8

profeosor of

mechanical engineering 8t the Masmachwetts Institute of Technology.

cx

194,

3).

me.

Parks works in the area of fracture mechanics, plasticity

and finite element analysis.

ttr

7 o f 8/12/04
231.

(Parks, CX

Exh.

1).

Prior to joining MIT, P8rk8 w8a an Assistant Professor of

8 o f 8/12/94
232.

194,

ID1

(P8rk8, CX

Engineering at Yale Vniversity.

ttr

(Parks,

201

8t

1).

ID1

Parks

was

graduated from the University of Illinois in

Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering Machurics. He received
Science degree in Engineering from Brown Vrriveraity
in Engineering from Brown University in

1975.

iO.1973

(Parka, CX

8

1971

with

8

Master of

and a Ph.b. degree

194

at

1).

[tt 9 o f 8/12/94 I D ]
233.

Parks warn qualified

mechanical engineering.
[ I t 1 0 o f 8/12/94

234.

engineering

88 an

(Tr. at

expert in engineering mechanic8 and

262).

ID1

Re8pondents8 expert, Dr. Jame8 Kirk, ia a professor of mechanical
8t

since

1972.

Motor

Company

the Univerrity of Maryland and h&s t8ught at m i d university

(RX 2 A ) .
in

1966

Kirk worked as
and

1967

Automotive Engineers since
[FF 11 o f 8/12/94

8

development engineer for the Ford

and has been

1980.

(Rx 2 A ) .

ID1

7

8

member

of tha Society o f

lcirk wu graduated from Ohio University in 1967 with a Bachelor of

235.

Science degree fn Electrical Bngineering.
o f Science degree!

Xe received, froan M.I.T., a Master

in mechanical engineering in

and’a Doctor of Science

1969

degree in mechurical engineering in 1972.

f?F

12

8/12/94

of

ID1

Kirk coMiders himself to have greater knowledge than one of

236.

ordinary skill in the art.

trr

13

(Kirk, Tr. at 3 2 2 , 3 2 3 ) .

of 8/12/94 ID1

237.

Kirk was qualified ar an expert in mechanical engineering,

manufacturing and gantral automotive engineering.

[rr

14

of

8/12/94

238.

ID1

Joseph Willey is the Prerident of Camplabant Pro-Cut.

Tr. at 9 2 , 9 3 , 2 ; Willey, CX 196 at 1 ) .

frP 15 of

8/12/94

and Loria Dore.

-

ID1

(Willey, CX 196 8t 1 ) .

of 8/12/94 ID1

240.

willey, manage8 the day-to-day operatiow of Pro-Cut

International, maker sale.

(Willey,

a

196

at I ) .

1 7 o f 8/12/94
241.

calls on large customere, handlee cuetomer

. =-

-

rmoothly.

ID]

Willmy h a m had extansivm education in the uae of portable brake
(Willey, Tr. at 88).

frr 1 8

ID1

242.

-

-.

lathe equipment.

of

-*

production to inrure that the oparation run.

relatione, and -gee

frr

(Willey,

Willey is also one o f tht owntrs of Pro-Cut along with Paul Hooper

239.

frr 16

(h.
at 3 0 1 , 3 0 5 , 3 1 0 ) .

8/12/94

Willey ir intimately familiar with the mtructure and operation of

8

(Uilley, CX 1 9 6 , at 6 ) .

lathe.

the

I??
who is an officer of complabant worked as an
automobile mcchsnic for 25 yearm.

tm

20 o f r / i a / s 4
244.

mi

Booper trained Hunter's engineers with reapect to the operation of

the Pro-Cut on-car brake lathe.

tm

2 1 o f 8/12/94
24s.

(Willey, Tr. at 1 9 3 ) .

(Booper, Tr. at 1 9 4 , 1 9 5 ) .

ID1

Booper ir familiar with the accused brake device marked as CPX 5.

(Hooper, T r . at 2 1 6 ) .
t?P 22 of 8/12/94 ID)
246.

Hooper h a m been actively working with the Pro-Cut on-car brake

lathe for about five to mix yearm.

(Hooper, T r . at 2 4 9 ; Hooper, M 1 9 2 , at

1).

I??

23 o f 8/12/94
247.

ID1

In addition to being an owner o f Pro-Cut, Mr. Hooper ie a Vice

President and travels around the country making ealam calls on large national
accounts like Sears, Ward., and General Motors.

V?

22

of
248.

3)

8/12/94

(Hooper, M 1 9 2 , at 1 ) .

D
l

Parkcl, on the lamt page of him witnemm mtatenrant (CX 1 9 4 , Exhibit

, in comparhg item (i) and item (1) of the claim in irmue with the accumed

device, atatem:

Gadllu
mean# for attaching the tool holder
to a brake ir prwided through the
unitary coaaecting ann ( 3 ) and the
mounting o f the device to the brake
ammembly through dime ( S O ) , urd
through .Upport 8trnd ( 6 0 ) urd -ti-

(i) m
e
w f o r attaching maid tool
holder to the mounting pointr for
diemountad brake yoke,

9

rotation p a t (21),

* * *
( 3 ) rigidly
connect# the tool holder
aoaembly to the portable motor
unit to form an integral
portable unit.

(1)
a eupporting arm rigidly
connecting eaid last holder
with eaid driving device to
form an integral portable unit.

a rupporting a m

Thereafter Parka teotified at the hearing, with respect to what he said above

as to the accused device and item (i):
A

--

--

I think it probably a better reading
to make
it clearer in the context might be to say morm antirotation post
21. That word might make it more clear.
I would perhaps

--

--

But I meant that @anda in the eeme that
that both of them
A
and B
that io, the eupport etaad 60 and the aatirotation post
21 B e m e the antirotation function.
So perhaps the wording ir not optimal, but that was the meaning.

--

JUDGE LUCKERN:

But let ma make aura I underrtrnd you. What you
say right now ie that the line that ray. " ( 6 0 ) and antirotation
poatm
h e e d on what you jurt 88id now, parhap. a better way
would be ( 6 0 ) or antirotation poeta?

--

--

I think that perhape that would be a more
a
clearer wording that would convey the eenec that either the
support stand or the antirotation poet provide the function of
auppreeoing rotation.

"HE WITNESS:

JUDGE LUCKERN:

THB

WITNBSS:

All right.

So they are not both required.

(Parka, Tr. at 286-87).
ttt

148 o f 8/12/94 ID1

10

249.

W i t h respect to

tho prec.ding fhdhag Rub

followirrg drauingm of thm 8ccru.d &vice

referencam b
o
w to aumkrod put.

IIyd.

roferoaco to the

(COX 5 , RDX 7) w i t h tho circled

ia tho 8ccwed device (CX 1 9 4 , arkihit 3 ) :

,

Exhibit 3

11

.
L

12

.

13

250.

T h e full attacbmant function am&

bet--

thr tool holder urd the

mpindle is accoarpliahed through the body of the lathe rad the clutch a&ptor,

in conjunction with an anti-rotation elemant.
251.

(Parka, Tr. at 2 8 2 ) .

The tool holder of complabiaat'r oa-car brake lathe io attached to

the lathe body (Hooper, Tr. at 254).

tm

99 o f 6/12/94

252.

ID1

The l8the body [of complainantlm domestic brake lathe] ia attached

to the clutch adapter (Hopper, Tr. at 254).
o f 8/12/94

[n97

253.

ID1

The clutch adapter of the accurred device i a bolted to the rtu&

that are on the bearing hub o r oa the rotor that io attached directly to the
spindle becawe the .tu&

that go through the rotor md/or hub are part of the

spindle (willey Tr. at 149, 159; Hooper Tr. 8t 253, 254; Kirk T r . at 338).
f??

84 o f 8 / 1 2 / 9 4 ]

254.

The clutch adapter in the accused on-car brake lathe is directly

connected to the spindle (Willey, T r . at 157, 158).

tr?

10 o f 8 / 1 2 / 9 4

2S5.

IN

The mounting borea ("holema) for a dimmounted brake yoke ("brake

caliper") are located on the apindla (CX 194, Exh. 2; Willey, T r . at 149).
256.

Complainrstlm Willey tertified:

0

Ir there a amam
m y of the three
device01 A being
literally the
yoke?

--

for attaching point. A to pointr B on
device6 [8ccuaed and domamtic
the tool holder, B being the mounting
mounting hole6 of 1 dimmounted brake

Again, I guemo I have to ume that word
WUU again.
The point i8 the mep a , with 8
normal .hop tool, the pointr have been givea you to do
it and you can w e a rhop tool, which ir rimply m y

TIIE

WITNESS:

--

14

tool that has a vice grip on both enda and you could
.top the rotation.
JUDGE LvclclERN: 1s there such a shop tool there,
though, frr connection With the Hunter device8 which

I'll be forming, which

THE WITNES3:
boxes, s i r .

--

well, it would be i n moat mechanicle

JUDGE LUCKERN:

But it'a

--

THE WITNESS: It'a a comnen mechanical tool that io
not provided with the lathe.
JUDGE LUCKERN: But for example, you don't see it
there in connection with CPX-5 or RPX-7 [Respondenfa'
lathe] correct?

THE WITNESS:

NO,

air.

(Willey, Tr. at 180, 1 8 1 ) .
257.

Exhibit 2 to CX 194, reproduced below, is a photographic depiction

o f a wheel mounting bracket including brake caliper mount8 urd a diac brake

rotor including etude for lug nut8 which is journalad directly upon the shaft
mounting assembly which structure i8 illurtrative of the diac brake and
mounting bracket for a Ford Muaturg.

While other deaign8 are uaed by various

maaufacturelr these are the two bamic component8 which cornprim a brake di8c
and wheel mounting amaembly which in connected to the frame of an automobile
(Parka, CX 194 at 6 ) .

15

16

258.

A. to arhibit 2 of

Q

You have w e d

A

Yes, sir, I reo a portion of the picture that'r
directly over Exhibit 2.

Q

What is the purpose of a spindle in an automobile?

A

To hold the rotor and center it on the w l e .

Q

Is there any other purpoae?

A

For our use it's a very important part of the vehicle.
It's the piece, and it ray8 "rpindle" in thir care,
but in a front wheel drive it'r 8 bearing hub
assembly, which ir the rame identical piece without
the male end protruding.

Q(

194, complaiarnt'8 Willey tertified:

the term in your teatimony 00 crorrrrrminrtion of "rpindle." Do you ree 8 rpiadle
depicted in Exhibit 23

we have to mount thia. You have to relate to thi8.
This i8 the
thir goer right to the he8rt of the
machine to rotor properly. Without m y ral8tion8hip
to thie piece, it'# almort imporrible for a machine to
rotor properly.

--

Q

Does the brake yoke of the wheel arrembly att8ch to
this piece?

A

Yes, it doeo.

Q

How doer it do that?

A

It attaches
it'# hard to r e a the actual hole8 from
that angle, but again, in that piece, jumt over
Exhibit 2, right behind the male end of that, thereto
a
you can aee one hole directly in line with the
spindle and therelo another one down below it. It
attaches through thore holee.

--

--

Q

Door the Pro-Cut device that you rea in front of you

8tt8Ch 8t 811 to the spindle?
A

Yea, air, it*. got to attach to it in order to auke
reference to it. Like I said, it's the mort critic81

part of d i n g the cut.
Q

How &e8

A

Well, a8 you know, through the patent, itlr 8 unitary
design, one piece de8iga, urd it att8che8 through the

it attach to the rpindle?

17

clutch aasembly by the studa that either come from the
bearing hub assembly o r from the rotor that is
atached directly to the spindle.
(Willey Tr. at 148, 149).
259.

The tenn :attached* is something that is *secured, bolted" (Hooper

Tr. at 227). The word "attaching" in the '146 patent means that one end of
the attachment ann 7 is by means of bolts 8 "firmly inaovably attached to the
disc [sic] mounted brake yoke" (Kirk, Tr. at
260.

348).

Respondents' lathe does not have any means f o r attaching the tool

holder to the mounting point for a dismounted brake yoke ( K i r k , RX 2, para.
9A).

261.

Respondents' lathe does not attach in any way to the mounting

points f o r a dismounted brake yoke as called for in claim 1 of the I146
patent.

Respondents' lathe attaches only to the rotor,,and through the

mechanical U-shaped structure, allows a cutting tool to move radially (i.e.
perpendicular to the rotor's axis of rotation) thereby cutting both sides of
the rotor.

Respondents' lathe is uniquely distinct from claim 1 of the '146

patent in that it attaches to the rotor of a disc brake and rotates the rotor
while simultaneously holding two cutting tools in a fixed location relative to
the axis of rotation of the rotor.

By turning the crank on ttie respondents'

lathe the cutting tool is advanced radially into the disc rotor.

The

respondents' lathe attaches only to the car rotor and this is distinctly
different to what is taught in the '146 patent.
lathe doe.

Purther, the respondents'

not we any structure equivalent to a mean.

holder to the mounting point.

for attaching said tool

for a dismounted brake yoka.

The reapondmts'

lathe completely eliminates the need f o r any "attaching" said tool holder to
the mounting p i n t a for a dismounted brake yoke

18

..."

(Kirk, RX 2, para. 5 ) .

Exhibit 3 to Park8' witness statement (CX 194) showa how the clutch device is
bolted to tha rotor. & FP 249.
262.

The portable lathe device claimed i n the

'106

patent comprises a

portable driving mechanism, including a drive member with a clutch connected
thereto which incorporates a centering feature to ensure that the driving
mechanism and the brake disc shafts are properly aligned, the centering
feature comprising a rotatable disc for mounting to the brake disc, a guiding
means for aligning the rotatable disc with the brake disc and clamping means
for locking the rotatable disc and the brake disc in aligned positions, a
means for attaching the clutch to a brake disc enabling rotation of the disc
when still mounted on a vehicle wheel shaft from which the wheel has been
removed, a tool holder for two individually 8djustable tools, adjacent the
drive member, and providing a feed feature and a means for attaching the tool
holder to the mounting points of a dismounted brake yoke (Kirk, RX 2, para.
7 ) .

263.

With respect to the accuoed CPX 5 (RPX 7 1 , Kirk testified:

Q

Dr. Kirk, referring to CPX 5, which is a Hunter Hunger machine
right beside the Pro-Cut machine.
+ + +

Q

In your opinion, is there anything attached to the two [sic]
holder that can be attached to the bores of a dismounted break
yoke?

A

Absolutely, positively, nothing, zero, nothing.

JUDGE LUCKERN:

What is the basis for that?

...

THE WITNBSS: What I'm looking for, to anawer your

question, is something that has holes in it which will
be able to go and att8ch to the disc [sic] mounted
brake yoke holes by meam o f inserting bolto 8 into
those holeo.
19

I ' m looking by the 1146 teaching.,

to rea aotnething on

the end of the Hunter/Hunger BL 300 which h.8 hole8 in
it. There io nothing at the end of the ETuater/Hunger
EL 300 which h.ao holes in it8 so there io nothing that
is attachment ann 7 that will let me go and make any
phymical connection, no physical connection that I can
see to the dismounted brake yoke holes.

* + *
TRE WITNESS:

...

The cylinder on the outside lateral surface of the tool elide is
not adapted in any way, shape or form, to make connection to the
disc mounted brake yoke holes.
JUDGE LUCKERN:

Why do you say that?

What's your basis for saying

that?
WITNESS:
Well, Your Honor, this is a cylinder.
What I'm
looking to pick up is two holes which are located on the spindle
and do now [sic] move.

THE

JUDGE LUCXERN:

The spindle of the automobile?

THE WITNESS: Spindle of the automobile which is not part of the
Hunter lathe. So iomehow, I have to take a round surface with a
hole in it and put two bolts into two hole.,
which are located on
the spindle.

And there are no parte, nor is it the intent o f this machine, the
Hunter Machine, shown in CPX 5, there is no intent that this
machine ha. any neQd whatsoever to pick up thome mounting holes
for its proper operation.
There is no need for that to occur.

It does not occur.

(Kirk, Tr. at 348-50, 354).
[Fir 1 4 4 o f 8/12/94

ID1

264.

W i t h respect to the domemtic device CPX 4, Kirk testified:

0

In your opinion, would you go through the mame discussion with
respect to the Pro-Cut machine?
JUDGE LUClCERN:

Wait a minute. I e there a use of the dolly taught
in the '146 patent, to your knowledge?

TWE

WITNESS:

No, Your Honor, there is not
20

Q

f a there an attachment arm, or means for attaching said tool
holder to the mounting points for a disc mounted brake yoke on
Complainant's machine, COX 4 3

A

No, there io not in CPX

4 any means for attaching the structure
known as the brake lathe, to the di8c [sic] mounted brake yoke

holes at all -period.
(Kirk, Tr. at

360-61).

[II 1 4 5 o f 8 / 1 2 / 9 4
265.

.,,

I01

The trolley in teepondenfa' lathe prevents rotation of the lathe

during operation in addition to providing oupport from below (Kirk Tr. at

356-

350).
266.

Respondents' lathe employs a torque restraining rod to keep

respondents' lathe from rotating during operation (Kirk Tr. at
267.

-

In the domestic device

(CPX 4)

356-358).

there i8 no mean. for attaching the

structure known as the brake lathe to the dismounted brake yoke holes at all
(Kirk Tr. at

361).

268.

Complainant's Wooper testified:

Q

Is the tool holder attached when the strike that.
When CPX-4 [domestic device1 is bolted to the hub of
the
car, the hub of the wheel, would you say
that --

A

Through the clutch adapter.

Q

Through the clutch adapter. Would you say that the
clutch adapter io attached to the disc [sic] mounted
brake yoke?

A

The clutch adapter never gets attached to a dire [ricl
mounted brake yoke. A brake yoke only h o l d the brake
pads. So when you're doing a brake job, that brake
yoke can be on the bench. It can
so, it@r.nevar
attached to a brake yoke.

--

21

it 8tt8ched to the hole.
yoke?

of the di8C bit] mounted

0

.I

A

It is never attached to the hole..
The clutch
8ssambly is never 8ttached to the holes Of the
dismounted brake yoke.

Q

Is the tool holder attached to the holes of the
diemounted brake yoke?

A

The dismounted brake yoke, no.

Q

Is the wheels of the, of the dolly att8ched to the
holes of the dismounted brake yoke when it's in place?

A

No.

brake

(Hooper Tr. at 2 3 1 - 2 3 2 ) .
269.

With respect to the accused device (CPX 5, RPX 7 ) respondents'

expert Kirk testified:

--

TEE WITNESS:
CPX 5, and this, the EL 300 Hunter brake
lathe has a cutting tool slide located at one end of it. On the
outside lateral surface of the cutting tool slide is presently
located a cylinder with a hole in it, cylinder with 8 hole in it.

The' cylinder with a hole in it is a protection tube for a

drive shaft which is attached to the handle.

JUDGE LUCKERN: Where is the handle, so I can read it?

THE WITNESS:
JUDGE

The handle is closest to the mounting stand.

LUCKSRN:

would you call that mounting stand a dolly?

THE WITNESS: Yea, that's a dolly. That was the words that
were being used; closest to the dolly, and if you peer in the tube
located on the outside lateral surface of the cutting tool, you
will see a rod that is rotating when I rotate the handle which is
closest to the dolly.

Aad that rod in there, Your Honor, has to be protected,
because the entire cutting tool slide in capable of being adjusted
in an axial direction further out from the dolly or clomeat to the
dolly.
And when that happen.,
the rod length doein't change, but it
had the ability to allow the tool slide to move axially back and
forth over it, and at some pornition, that rod that i m turning with
the handle closeat to the dolly is going to be sitting out there
22

in space and could be hit, broken, tapped, or otherwioe damaged.

So there is a cy1indric.l tube with a hole in it that
protecto it.
JUDGE

LUCKERN: Now you said *tool slide." What's a 'too1

slide'?

THE WITNESS: The tool slide, Your Honor, would be the
device that the cutting tools, the device that the cutting tools
are moving in a radial direction inward and outward.
It would be the piece of metal that, when you rotate the
handle closet to the dolly, the tools themself are moving on top
of. This is the tool slide and this is the tool holder.
JUDGE LUCKERN: And maybe you can physically describe it.
It's a red something or other. Two things on top o f it. Maybe
you can physically describe it.
T€IE WITNESS: It is located underneath the tool holders and
it has a dovetail type of a prot-ion
on top o f it which is red
there
is a cap ocrew located,
in color, and the outside end o f it,
and that device is the tool slide.

JUDGE LUCKERN:

IS that two knob6 on it?

THE WITNESS:
These two knobs, Your Honor, provide the
if
you
turn them, causing the cutting tool holder to
capabilities,
move inward and outward. It's a very fine graduation.

--

But you can see perhaps
maybe you can't see.
this one and I'm getting it to move in.
JUDGE LUCKERN:

I'm turning

Something is moving in?

THE WITNESS: Yes, this cutting tool holder, which is
holding the physical cutting tool, is actually pivoting inward and
outward, and since the brake rotor goes in between them, and I'll
just put my finger here, and you can watch my finger a8 I turn
this, getting clorer and closer to it, and eventually, see how
it's clooing up that gap?

Okay, that's an adjustment that lets you determine how much
metal you want to take o f f the rotor.

JUDGE LU-:

A l l right.

THE WITNESS: Now back to your question, which I m y not
have answered to its fulleot. This cylinder over here

--

JUDGE LUCKERN:

Thio cylinder over here again?
23

THE WITNESS:

I bow.

You're right to question ma on that.

of a cuton the outaide lat-face
$001 a u i s not in MY wav. sha~clOr form. adaDted to ma&
tction to the d i m mounted brake voke holeq.
The cyJJ&er on the outside lateral surface of the tool
glide 1s not aagpted in any way. ShaDt or form, to make connection
to the disc m o w e d brake YOke holea.
JUDGE LUCKERN:

Why do you say that?

What's your basis for

saying that?

TEE

*

.

Well, Your Honor, ghia i s a cvlinder. What
ck UD is two holes which are located on thq
w [sic1 movq

WITNESS:

.

JUDGE LUcIteRN:

The spindle of the automobile?

There is no need for that to occur.

It does not occur.

JUDGE LUCICERN: And when you say "there is no need," why is
there no need for it to occur?

* * *
THE WITNESS: You're not. These are all the questions that
we asked ourrrelves when we began this case.

u8e thio device, you make the attachment to the
the automobile throuuh the universal flanae attachinu tQ
mU&ha t
s
Your wheel uoes oq.

Sotot

Lb

Of

JUDGE LUCXXW: And the universal flange, derrcribe that for
the record. You know what that is anyway.

TKE WITNESS: Yes, I do. That universal flange is located
on CPX 5 and it'. about in the middle of it, and it ha8
cylindrical protruriona with finger8 on it with holes in the
finger8 that are rotatingly adjwtable that cu1 pick up the
24

.mounting 8tud. of a dirc brake rotor, 8ad thir entire device, that
is the entire lathe, will attach to the dirc brake rotor 8tud8
through aman8 of the finger. that I described, and 8t that point,
you can t r k e 8tand off and get rid of it.
So the whole device is sitting there on the disc brake rotor
at that point, and if you turn the rotor, what would happen is,
the entire device would turn just like this, go round and round
(indicating)

JUDGE LUCKERN: You just did something and why did you say
what you did for the record? You removed something to get this to
rotate. What did you remove?
"HE WITNESS:

I removed the device that is provided with the
which is a torque restraining rod, and the torque
restraining rod attaches to a shaft which is on the inside of the
tool slide, which I previously described on COX 5 , and the
cylindrical shaft on the tool slide is from the tool slide surface
closest to the dolly, and points towards the dolly.
CPX 5 ,

And
flange on
so pounds
the brake

as I demonstrated, that when you put the universal
the rotor, and you take off the dolly, the entire 50 or
of thir lathe is free to rotate if the wheel rotates,
drum rotates, and just go round and round and round.

And that wouldn't be very good when you start cutting
because you would never be ab16 t o cut. The whole unit would
start to spin. So you have to be able to resist the cutting
forces, and in order to do that, you are provided with the BL 300
in CPX 5 , a rod that has a hole in an attachment at the top of it,
and that hole is sufficient in size to go over the black rod that
is on the inside lateral surface of the tool slide.
You poeition it, you lock it in position, and then you raise
the height up and down until it hits the ground, and at that
point, you can't rotatathis any more, doesn't rotate. All the
weight is carried by the spindle.
You wouldn't even need the stand any more. You are ready to
cut, and thir COX 5 io not described at all by the teaching8 of
the ' 1 4 6 , fn my opinion.
(Kirk, Tr. 8t

351-3581

(emphri8 added).

for the teaching of the

270.

A8

A

Very

'146

patent:

clearly, the ' 1 4 6 patent, which I have re8d
extensively, teaches me that I must mount my lathe to
the dirc mounted brake yoke hole..
Dirc mounted brake
hole8 i s where I must make my attachment to per the
te8chings of the ' 1 4 6 .
25

WITNESS:
well, your Honor, because what I'm
t8ught
the ' 1 4 6 patent, and what I h8ve Sean an
claim one, is that in order for my device to operate,
I have to go in and mount to the disc [sic) mounted
brake yoke holes. I must do that.

If I don't do that, I'm not taught that this
device will work. And if I don't pick up the holes, I
don't get a device which will conform to the ' 1 4 6
teachings.
(Kirk, Tr. at

330, 345, 3 4 6 ) .

The Doctrine of Equivalents was devised more than forty years ago to
insure that a "patentee should not be deprived of the benefits of his patent
by competitor8 who appropriate the eaaence of an invention while barely

. . Scott
avoiding the literal language of the claim." London v. Carson Pirie
-,

946

P.2d

1 5 3 4 , 1 5 3 8 , 20

USPQ2d

1456-1458

(Ped. Cir.

1991)

(1.

f

The

classical test for infringement under the Doctrine of Equivalents is that
"infringement may be found if an accused device tor product] perfonna
substantially the same function in substantially the same way to achieve
substantially the aame reault" a8 the claimed device or product.
P.2d at

1 5 3 8 , 20

USPQ2d at

F i r Products cos ,
t

l

&

Cir.

1994);

Cir.

1988)

S y , alsQ

339 U . S . 605, 608,
W

\

1458.

m

85 USPQ 3 2 8 ,

ion Ltd.,

F

Swcttr Corn. v. Lutz,

Graver Tank

839

P.2d

C

wndoq,

Mfu. Co . v. Linda

330 ( 1 9 5 0 )

(Graver Tar& 1;

3 1 USPQ2d 1161, 1167

1579;

1582, 5

946

USPQ2d

1867

(Ped.
(Fed.

.

Recent decirions of the Federal Circuit have been quite restrictive in
applying the Doctrine of EQuiV81ent0, treating it

rule :
26

a8

the exception, not the

... if the public come to believe

(or fear) that the language of
patent claim can never be relied on, and that the doctrine of
equivalents is simply the second prong of every infringement
charge, regularly available to extend protection beyond the E C O ~
of the claim, then claim will cease to 8e-e their intended
purpose. Competitors will never know whether their actions
infringe a granted patent.
946 F.2d at 1538, 20 USW at 1459.
Under the so-called "R11 Elements Rule," it must be shown that the
alleged*infringing product incorporates the substantial equivalent of every
ltatiQn of the patented claim.

This requirement imposes the burden on the

patentee of proffering evidence which

...

is a sufficient explanation of both lray the overall function,
way, and result of the accused device are substantially the same
as those of the claimed device and
the
[accused element1
is the equivalent of the chimed
limitation.

...

...

Malta v. Schulmertch -lone.
1166 (Fed. Cir. 19911, Gert.

Inc, , 952 F.2d 1320, 1327, 21 USPQ2d 1361,

M,

,

, U.S.

112 S. Ct. 2942

(1992).

In issue ia functional language in a combination claim which is "an
attempt to define something by what it

a rather

than by what it

evidenced by specific structure or material, for example)".
439 P.2d 210, 212-213, 169 USPQ 226, 228 (CCPA 1971).

(as

re SwiDfhart,

Significantly a claim

employing functional terminology cover8 any and all embodiment8 "which perform
the recited functionS In re S wineharf , 439 F.2d at 213, 169 USPQ at 229.
Referring to question 2a o f the 9/29/94 order nthe mean^ for 8ttaching'
clause in claim 1 o f the '146 patent" reads:
mean8 for attaching m i d tool holder
8 mounted brake v o b (PP 224) (Emphaeis
3

The c l a i m of a patent provide the conciso formal definition
of an invention. They are the nunbored paragraph. nparticu18rly pointing
out and distinctly claiming the subjoct matter which the applicant rsg8rd. 8s
27

In the 8/12/94 ID at 1 0 , the administrative law judge Corntrued said .meme

for attaching c1au.e" of claim

1

tool holder of the claimed lathe

m.It appears that

as directed to the
$0

function for

the mQypfina DO-

the C o d r s i o n has adopted,

a t t a a the

for a U s Q w S e d brakt

inter u,
that

claim

construction.'
Claim 1 (FF 224) is directed by its terms to a one piece on-car brake
lathe as shown in FIG. 2 of the I146 patent (FF 225 to 229).
device comprises, inter

a means
u,

The claimed

for attaching the tool holder to the

mounting points of a dismounted brake yoke (FF 262). As complainant~sXooper
(FF 243 t o 247) testified, the term "attached" refers to something that ie

There is expert teotimony from Dr. James Kirk (PP

secured o r bolted (FF 259).

234 to 237) that the word "attaching" on the '146 patent m e m s that one end o f

the attachment ann is by means of bolts finnly imnovably attached to the d i s c
mounted brake yoke (FF 259)

.

Since nothing on the accused lathe attacheo the tool holder to the
vehicle under repair at the holes for the dismounted brake yoke, the accused
device does

contain

-

element having substantially the same function as

disclosed in the "means for attaching" clauee in claim 1 of the I146 patent,
i.e. the function f o r gitta
dismounted brake yoke.

the tool holder 10 th9 moyafinu

(PP 260, 261, 263, 264, 269).

DO-

for a

In the accused device

his invention." 35 U.S.C. S 112. It is to the wording of the c l a i m that one
must look to determine whether there ha# been an infringement.
JtutmirQ
Co. of America V . United S t a t u , 384 P.2d 391, 395-96, 155 USPQ 697, 701 (Ct.
C1. 19671, where the Court rtated that courts can neither broaden nor narrow
the claim to give the patentee something different than what he or she has
set forth, and that "[nlo matter how great the temptatioru of fairnemo or
policy making, courts do not rework claims. They only interpret them."
4

the Comnismion
In item 4 of the Comnimmion'r 9/29/94 order, -,
stated that the subject ID "io adopted by the Conmisaion in a11 other
respects."
28

in i8rue, which correapondu cloaely to the domatic device in thir reapect

(a"Analysis of Ultimate Determination" under question 2e, infra) there is
no means for attaching the structure lcaown a8 the brake lathe to the
dismounted brake yoke.holea becaue the device is bolted to the hub of a car
through the clutch adapter (PP 267, 268). The clutch device in each of the
accused and the domestic devices is never attached to the holes of a
dismounted brake yoke which only hold8 the brake pad (FF 268).
Dr. David M. Parks, complainant's expert (FF 230 to 2331, testified that
in the accused device (FP 249) the "full attachment function" made between the
tool holder and the apindle is "accompliahed through the body of the lathe and
the slutch ad an to^, in conjunction with an anti-rotation element" (FP 248,
250) (emphasis added)

.'

Moreover, complainantla Willey (PP 238 to 242)

testified that there is no mean8 for attaching the tool holder to the mounting
holes of a dismounted brake yoke (FF 256) and that the domestic device is a
I

unitary one piece design which attache8 to the brake yoke of the wheel
assembly through the clutch assembly by the studs that either come from the
bearing hub assembly or from the rotor that is attached to the spindle in an
automobile (FF 258).

The record shows that the tool holder of each of

complainant's domestic lathe and the accused lathe
body (FP 2511, which lathe body
which clutch adapter

18

18

18

attached to the lathe

attached to the clutch adapter (FP 2521,

then attached to the spindle (PP 253, 2541, and that

the rpindle h o l d the rotor and centers it on the axle of an automotive (PF
257, 258).

However, the function o f the "meann for 8tt8Ching" clause in claim

1 is to attach the tool holder to the mounting pointa

5

of a dismounted brake

The anti-rotation element in the accused device i8 a trolley and
torque rcrtraining rod (PP 265, 266).
29

yoke, aad the record clearly reflects th8t the clutch a d ~ p t e rir ILCVCI:
attached to the holes of the dismounted brake yoke (FF 268).

Thua any

.connection from the tool holder through the unitary body to the clutch adaptor
is found not to be the substantial equivalent of the *means for attacking"
called for in claim 1, since complainant has not shown that said connection
performs the same function as the *means f o r attaching* clause,

a.attaching

the tool holder to the mounting points o f a dismounted brake yoke.
Complainant, in support of its position that the accused device does
perform eubstantially the same function as disclosed in the *means for
attaching" clause in claim 1 of the '146 patent, relies not on evidence that
relates to the attaching function, but rather on evidence' that relates to an
anti-rotation function, which function ir PpL provided for in the language of
claim 1 in issue.

Addreseing *question 2b,* the accused device does not operate in
substantially the same way as dieclomad in the "Means For Attaching" clause in
claim 1 of the '146 patent.

In addition to performing substantially the same function, an accused
device muat perfom that r a m function in subetantially the same way to
achieve rubrtmtially the same rerult an order to infringe a patent claim
under the doctrine o f equivalentr.
330; Valmont
e

-

e avet Tprrk, 339 U . S . at 608, 85 USPQ at

Mfq ., 983 P.2d 1039, 1043, 25 USPQ2d 1451,

SSS u,
Hooper, CX 192, page 9 at question 32; Willey a - 1 9 6 ,
page 27, at question 6; Park.,
a 194, pager 14-16 at quaation 20, 21, 22, 23,
and 24, and Willey Tr. at 151 to 153.
6
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1455, (Fed. Cir. 1993) (Valmont); Slimfold Mfa. Co . v . -ad

=,932
-1:

-tries,

P.2d at 1453, 1457, 18 rrSPQ2d 1842, 1844 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (Slimfold

Becfon DickiELBon USQBWUW
v. C.R. Bard. Inc. , 922 F.2d 792, 797, 17
1; Pemwalk, E o n . v. Durand-

USPQ2d 1097 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (pecton Die-

Wavland Inc, 0 833 F.2d 931, 934, 4 USPQ2d 1737, 1739 (Fed. Cir. 1987)
-1,

-.

u,
485 US.

(=

961 (1988) (PenWalt). Moreover, under the
,
I

doctrine of equivalents, the accused device cannot work in "Substantially the
same way" if a limitation, o r equivalent, is missing.
1043 n. 2, 25 USPQ2d at 1455 n.2; Becton Die-

,

Valmonk, 983 F.2d at

922 F.2d at 798, 10 USPQ2d

at 1100-01.
The I146 patent requires a m e a m

for attaching the tool holder t o

vehicle under repair at the mounting points for the dismounted brake yoke (FP
262). Respondents' lathe doer not attach in any way to the mounting points
for a dismounted brake yoke as called for in c l a i m 1 of the I146 patent (FF
261, 263, 269).

(FF 261).

The accused device lacks this limitation, or its equivalent

Nothing in the accused device is fixed to the tool holder, and

nothing is attached to the mounting points for a dismounted brake yoke as
specifically required by claim 1 of the '146 patent (FP 263).

Rather, the

only mean6 employed by the accused device for attaching the tool holder to the
vehicle under repair is by bolting the clutch device to the rotor (FP 261).

-

Accordingly, the accused device does not perfom the "attaching" function in
substantially tha same m y as required by the I146 patent.

Addressing nquestion 2c,' the accused device doe.

not achieve

substantially the same result as disclosed in the "Meuu For Attaching" clause
in claim 1 o f the '146 patent.
31

'

A.

pome Factual ?in-

B.

of Ultim8t.

&S

In

0-f

Dot-

To find infringement under the doctrine of equivrlcnt8, the accused
product must obtain substantially the same result ae specified under the
patent in addition to performing substantially the same function in
Graver Tar& , 339 U . S . at 608, 85 U.S.P.Q. at 330;

substantially the same way.

Valmont, 983 F.2d at 1043, 25 USPQ2d at 1455; Slimfold MfU,,

932 F.2d at 1457,

. .

18 USPQ2d at 1844; pecton Dlc)ZLnBPP , 922 F.2d at 797, 10 USPQ2d at 1100-01;

Pennwalt, 833 P.2d at 934,

4

USPQ2d at 1739.

Complainurtls Hooper testified that "attached" indicate8 something that
is "secured, bolted," (FF 259) and Kirk testified that as the term is used in
the '146 patent it means that there io a firm imnovable attachment of the tool
holder to the dismounted brake yoke (FP 259).

Thuo the remult of the "means

for attachment" clause in claim 1 is the secured, bolted, firm and i m v a b l e
connection of the tool holder to the mounting points of a dismounted brake
yoke.

On the accused lathe, nothing is bolted to, or attached to, o r in8erted

into, the holes for a dismounted brake caliper and nothing is attached or
fixed to the tool holder as required by claim 1 and by the I146 specification.
(FF 261, 263, 269).

Thue, becauae nothing on the accused lathe contains any

structure o r equivalent etructure corresponding to the 'attachment arm means"
that attache6 to the tool holder at one end and to the mounting points for a
disc brake yoke at the other end, the accused devise does not achieve

-

"substantially the same result" am disclosed in the "mama for attaching"
clauee o f the $146 patent.

Addreseing "quartion 2d," the I146 patent io eatitled to a narrow range of
32

equivalents.

271.

In the first Office action of April 13, 1979 [inthe promecution

of the '146 Patent] all of the original claim 1 to 5 were rejected. Original
independent claim 1 and claim 2, 4 and 5, dependent on claim 1, were rejected
over German patent 2,540,187 to Moooel.

Original claim

3,

dependent on claim

1, was rejected on insufficient structure recited to support claimed functions

and as indefinite and incomplete ( C X 191).

frr

55 of 8/12/94 ID1

272.

Original independent claim 1 [originally preeented to the Patent

Office in the prosecution

of

the '146 patent] read:

1.
A portable lathe device, intended primarily for
returning of brake discs and of the type incorporating
a portable driving device, which io adapted to rotate
the brake disc via a clutch device, when the brake
disc is still mounted on the wheel ahaft and from
which brake disc the wheel has been dismounted, the
lathe device furthermore incorporating a tool holder
arranged adjacent the driving device and provided with
with
feed means, -tin the tool holder is e&Ded
means for its attachment to t m o w i n u oointm fox
the umounfed brake voke in the vehi- , and with two
individually adjustable lathe tools intended one for
each side of the brake disc and ia adapted to be
moveable radially relative to the brake disc.
[Emphasis added]
A8

seen from the above the original claim

1

had the recitation "wherein the

tool holder is equipped with means for its attachment to the mounting points
for the diemounted brake yoke in the vehicle."

trr 56

of 8/12/94

273.

(CX 191).

ID1

Original dependent claim 3Joriginally presented to the Patent

Office in the promecution of the l146 patent) read:
3.
A lathe device according to claim 1 , wherein the
clutch device incorporate. a centering device adapted

33

to arcertain that the driving device a d the brake
d i m rhafto are aligned.
(Cx 191).

[r?

57 o f 8/12/94
274.

ID1

In an amekdment dated July 10, 1979 [in the prosecution of the

'146 patent1 original claims 4 and 5 were cancelled and claims 1, 2 and 3 were

amended. The "Remarks" section of the amendment stated in part:
A

Claims 1, 2, 4 and 5 were rejected under U.S.C. 102
over the G e r m a n Patent [2,540,1871. Claim 1 is hereby
amended more clearly to define over the teachings of
the German Patent, namely by recitation of a
supporting arm rigidly connecting the tool holder of
the device with the driving device $0 form an inteurak
l?ortable -=f.
The German Patent hao a portable driving device for
rotating a diac brake and a tool holder having two
individually adjustable tools. The driving unit and
the tool holder are not however interconnected by a
supporting arm ar now defined in amended Claim 1. In
the German arrangement the two unit8 are connected by
the roda of the wheel suspension but this mean8 that
it is necessary to make a very accurate and time
wasting alignment of the two units before operation
thereof. It is furthennore in practice almost
impossible to obtain ouch a perfect mounting in all
positions which ir necessary for obtaining a
satisfactory turning rerult. A possible bearing
slacknee. in the wheel will furthermore rerult in an
unsatiofactory machining of the disc since the risk
for non-parallel mounting is high. By integrating the
driving device and the tool holder, in accordance with
revired Claim 1 of the instant application it ir
enrured that the turning of the disc will be made with
the greateat pomaible precision a8 to parallelirm.
The drawback8 outlined in connection with the Qerman
&Pice are therefore rubatantially eliminated. It is
a further advmtage of the device in accordance with
the inmtant invention that the integral unit io more
eaaily handled.
(CX 191) (emphaair added).

frr 5 8

of 8/12/94
275.

ID]

Amended claim

1

[in the promecution of the
34

'146

patent] read:

1.
A portable lathe device, intended primarily for
returning of brake dimcr and COqri.bg
a portable
driving device including a drive member and a clutch
device connected with raid drive mcmbar, mean6 for
attaching said clutch device to a brake dirc for
rotation of the dirc when rtill mounted on a wheel
shaft and from which brake disc the vehicle wheel has
been dismounted, a tool holder adjacent the driving
device and provided with feed mearm, means for
attaching said tool holder to the mounting points for
a dismounted brake yoke, said tool holder including
two individually adjustable lathe tools intended one
for each side of the brake disc and said tool holder
being moveable radially relative to the brake disc and
a supporting arm rigidly connecting said last holder
with said driving device to form an integral portable
unit.

(cx 191).
ttt

59 o f 8/12/04 ID1
276.

..-

.

Amended dependent claim 3 fin the prosecution of the '146 patent]

read :

.-

A lathe device according to claim.1, wherein the
clutch device incorporates a centering device adapted
to ascertain that the driving device and the brake
disc shafts are aligned, eaid centering device
comprising a rotatable disc for mounting to the brake
disc, guiding mean8 f o r aligning the rotatrble disc
with the brake dirc and clamping means for locking the
rotatable disc and the brake disc in aligned
positions.

,3.

(cx

191).

t?? 60 of 8/12/94 ID1
277.

fa a mecond Office action dated September 28, 1979 [in the

prosecution of the '146 patent it war stated]:
C l a i m 1 and 2 are rejected as being unpatentable over
Mosael in view of Bammeti [Italiaa patent 472,238 to
Barreti] under 35 W.S.C. 103. It im conridered to be
an obviom expedient to mount 8 motor drive mull at
5 and 6 and connect it to the tool rlide both am
taught by Bamreti in Pig..
1 and 2.
Claim 3 is objected to am depending from a rejacted
35

claim but i s corddared t o be allowrble ifamended to
include all the limitations o f the prent claim.

(cx 1 9 1 ) .
I
n

6 1 o f 8/12/94
278.

'146

An

ID1

amendment dated December

Amended claim

3

2

and in addition amended claim

3,

corresponds to the claim in issue. It wae represented that

.,

patent] cancelled amended claim

the Examiner had indicated that claim

1

[in the prosecution of the

1 8 , 1979

3

and

is allowable as presently amended and

that the preaent amendment includes all the limitations of the parent claim 1
and ha. been additionally amended to put claim
correct the syntax of the claim.
[tr 62 o f 8 / 1 2 / 9 4
279.

3

(CX 1 9 1 ) .

ID1

By action dated January

28,

1980

[in the proaecution of the

patent], the Examiner etated that amended claim
of allowance was mailed on March

[rr

63 o f 6 / 1 2 / 9 4
280.

in the

'146

1 3 , 1980.

3

'146

was allowable and a notice

(CX 1 9 1 ) .

ID1

Disc brakes were around and were lathed before the device claimed
patent wa8 in utistence.

[ t i 64 o f 8 / 1 2 / 9 4

281.

in independent form and to

(Hooper, Tr. at

205).

ID1

Hooper testified a8 to other devices for cutting front wheel drive

disc brakes:
0

What did they use before your machine exieted to cut front wheel
drive dimc brakes?

A

There'8 bean a two piece unit out at, that itla, Quickw8y ha8 made
one that is bolted directly to the caliper support bracket. There
was a grisly grinder that came out of Canada, that Bear
two piece.
Corporation tried t o

--

It wa8 deaigned, I'm going to explain two piece. The quick way
was 8 lathe that bolted to the caliper support bracket. But later
they came up with an adapter, that would hook to a half inch drill
36

to turn the wheel inetaad of the motor:
Because it was more consistent when a car came in cold. And it
wu euppoeed to be rua at a certain RPM'e. The choke wae cold,
aad the car would run faster, and you couldn't get a consistency
of cute.

So Quickway derigned a unit to go to a half inch drill, so you
could the half inch drill, that would turn the same RPM's all the
time. It was not a very big 8ucce66. But they did, it was
available.
And then Honda had a trapped rotor. And Honda came up with one of
their own that still in existence that you start the car up, and
it's very similar to the Quickway. It's similar to the Acuturn.
There is numerous brake lathes.
and that was the Quickway.

trr

But before, there was only one,

Q

Now, even today, I think, would you agree that it's safe to assume
that every mechanic in the country does not own either a Hunger or
a Pro-Cut machine. Isn't that a eafe asrumption?

A

That everyone does not, yes.

Q

Okay, so, would it also be a safe assumption to say that some
people today are still lathing disc brakeo using a bench mounted
lathe?

A

Yes, they are.

65 of 6/12/94

ID]

282.

Hooper testified a8 to prior art lathe6 (Tr. at 199 to 2 0 1 ) :

Q

I underrtand, 60 then with respect to rear wheel drive care, the
on car disc brake lathe and the conventional bench mounted lathe
work, somewhat aim, work to a relatively similarity?

A

Okay. When you have, when you dismount a rotor from a rear wheel
drive car, you have bearing cups. In the rotor. Those bearing
cup. work a8 a centering device when you use a beach lathe and do
a good job.
It wozr't make it aa accurate as an on the car, becauee you can
actually see and compcnrrate with COX 4 and COX 5. But. Aa far as
cutting it square, to the bench lathe, it will do it.
When you remove a rotor from a front wheel drive car, you have no
etude, you have no lug nute. And you have to.rely on the college
that you uee, to try to hook, to mount thio particular rotor, on a
bench lathe, with no bearing a p e .
37

I man, you jwt, it's a very small rurface that you touch. And
numezow times I worked with engineers. And it's just, itls just
not 8ccurate.
I mean, I'm no engineer, but I sure work with them for eight, from
Delco Marine down.
JUDGE LUCKERN: But would you say they were eimilar?
question was whether they're similar or not.

I think the

THE WITNESS: Well, similar. Do they perform the same function?
Yeah, they both cut the rotor.

One will, like I say, one you can't compensate for the stock
tolerances of the vehicle. Where you can compensate with CPX 4
[domestic device] and 5 [accused device] here.
A bench brake lathe. Sometimes they Bay, that if you measure it
on the car, and try to create that same run out situation on a
bench lathe, that it works.

Well, we tried that. And it's been done. And it uaed to be said
to do it. But if someone ever tried it, you can't do. I mean,
you would see.
JUDGE LUCKERN:

So

your anewer would bet no, they're not similar.

THE WITNESS: They're, well, I'll tell you. I mean it's like

--

JUDGE LUCKERN: If you can answer it.

THE WITNESS: I don't, really the, you know, I mean.
saying is a Ford nimilar to a Cadillac?

It's like

Yeah, they got four wheels, and they do the same. But you know,
the price tag i8 8 little different, and the ride's a little

better.

JUDGE LUCKKRN: Fine.
TRE

WITNESS:

So, my,

when you say nimilar, that, those two

rmrchfncr cutting them on the car is much better thaa a bench

lathe.
(Hooper, Tr. at

199-201).

I?? 66 of 8/13/94 ID]
283.

Prior to complainant providing the patented hthe, there were

bench lathes by companier like Amnco and two piece caliper lathe. by comp~ier
38

like KwUC-Way.

trr

(Hooper, CX

at

7).

ID1

67 of 8/12/94
284.

192

There

barkally no market acceptance for complairunt98 lathe

-8

when complainant 8tarted to Bell the product in

[rr 68

of

8/12/94

285.

The

B.

1989

(Willey, CX

192

at

5).

ID1

'146

patent issued on October

kr8lV8i8 O f

Ult-tO

7 , 1980 (CX 2 ) .

Dotarrpinatiog

The range of permissible equivalent8 depends upon the uctent and nature

of the invention, and may be more generoualy interpreted for a basic invention
than for a less dramatic technological advance. n t r u m e n t s . Inc.

V,

Y.S. Int'l Trade C O m ' n , 805 P.2d 1 5 5 8 , 1 5 6 3 , 2 3 1 USPQ 8 3 3 , 8 3 5 (Fed. Cir.
1986).

Assuming wuua that the doctrine of equivalent8 ia applicable, the

administrative law judge fin&

that the

'146

patent ia entitled to a narrow

range of equivalentr. The concept o f a portable lathe device of the type
incorporating a portable driving device, adapted to rotate the brake disc via
a

clutch device when the brake disc is still mounted on the wheel shaft and

from which brake disc the wheel has been dismounted, with the lathe device
aloo incorporating

8

tool holder arranged adjacent the driving device and

provided with feed maan8, with the tool holder equipped with mean8 for its
attachment to the mounting points for the dismounted brake yoke in the
vehicle, and with two individually adjustable lathe tool8 intended one for
each side of thm brake disc and adapted to be moveable radially relative to
the brake di8c, io not novel with complainant a8 shown by the rejection of
original claim

1

of the

I146

patent application a8 filad over a G e r m u a patent.

The German patent ohowed a portable driving device for rotating a disc

and a tool holder.

(m
FP 2 7 2 - 7 9 ) .

brake

Moreover, disc brakes were known and
39

were being lathed before the device claimed i n the '146 -teat
axiatence (PP 2 8 0 - 8 4 ) .

'146

In addition, while the

*tent

w88 in

iooued on October

7, 1980 (PF 2851, the record ohowm that there was basically no market

acceptince for the p8tented lathe when compl8iaa.ut atarted to aell the product
in 1989 (FP 2 8 4 ) .

-

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that the

'146 patent is entitled to a narrow range o f cquivalurte, assuming u r n e ndQ
the doctrine of equivalents

18

applicable.

Addressing "question 2e" the domestic industry is not practicing the
'146

patent under the doctrine o f equivalents.
A.

2a,"

dpmcific ?actual ?-

In Sumport

.

findings under "Question

m.
b.

w8lY8i.

Of

W1t-t.

DOtmdD8tiq8

For the same reason8 that the 8ccuoed device
patent, an net forth under

"8.

-8

not infringe the '146

Arrrlynia Of Ultimata Defemination" for

question 2a, junra, the evidence a180 shows that the alleged domestic industry

is not practicing the '146 patent because the arulyeia of the coverage of the
Pro-Cut lathe (the domestic indtutry) by the '146 patent io substantially
identical to the uulysim with reopect to infringement by the accused device.
A. complainant admitted:
BeC8tuO of the clo8e correrpondence between the accused device and
the Pro-Cut [coa~plainmt~m
domeaticl lathe, the anrly8i8 o f the
cover8go.of the Pro-Cut lathe by the '146 p 8 t a t i 8 8 u b 8 t m t h l l y
identical to that mot forth above with respect to infringement by
the accumad device. To .wid repetition, that 8~8lyaiai 8
incorpor8ted hereia by reference as it directed to the Pro-Cut
lathe. The COnCltuion i8 the mama...
Complairurrt's Prehe8ring Statemant at 37.
Couaael for the p8rtie8 8 h l l h8ve in the hand8 of the adminirtr8tive

40

law judge a copy of thim initial determirution w i t h tho8e portioam containing
confidential businere information designated in bracket.,
Friday, DQcemkr 9, 1994.

NO

no later than

such bracketed version shall be served by

telccopy on the administrative law judge.

If no such version is received from

a party, it will mean that the party ha8 no objection to removing the
confidential s'tatuo, in its entirety, from this initial defemination.

Paul J . & b c k e r n
Administrative L a w Judge
Issued:

November 2 8 , 1994
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20436
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NOTICE OF COMMISSION DETERHINATIONS TO REVIEW A
ND;TO THE PRESIDING ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE CERTAIN PORTIONS
OF AN INITIAL DETERMINATION TERHINATING THE INVESTIGATION
ON THE BASIS OF A FINDING OF NO VIOLATION OF SECTION 337,
AND TO DESIGNATE THE INVESTIGATION MORE COMPLICATED

AGENCY: U.S. International Trade Commission.
ACTION:

Notice.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. International Trade Commission
has determined to review certain portions of the initial determination (ID)
issued on August 12, 1994, in the above-captioned investigation, and to remand
the investigation to the presiding administrative law judge (ALJ) for further
proceedings. The Commission has further determined to designate this
investigation tlmore complicatedn and to direct that the A L J I s ID on remand be
issued by November 28, 1994.
FOR FVRTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Shara Lt Aranoff, E s q . , Office of the
General Counsel, U.S. International Trade Commission, telephone 202-205-3090.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On November 24, 1993, the Commission instituted an
investigation of a complaint filed by Pro-Cut International, Inc. (tIPro-Cutft)
under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930. The complaint alleged that two
respondents imported, sold for importation, or sold in the United States after
importation certain portable on-car disc brake lathes and components thereof
that infringed the sole claim of U.S. Letters Patent 4,226,146 (nthe 1146
patent"). The Commissionis notice of investigation named as respondents
Hunter Engineering Company (NHunterfl)and Ludwig Hunger Maschinenfabrik GmbH
("Hungerii),
each of which was alleged to have committed one or more unfair
acts in the importation or sale of portable on-car disc brake lathes that
infringe the asserted patent claim.
The ALJ conducted an evidentiary hearing on May 2-4, 1994, and issued his
final ID on August 12, 1994. He found that: (1) respondents! imported product
does not infringe the asserted patent claim; (2) complainant satisfied the
economic requirements for existence of a domestic industry; but that (3) there
is no domestic industry because complainant is not practicing the 1146 patent.
Based upon his findings no infringement and no domestic industry, the AIJ

concluded that there was no violation of section 337. Respondents have not
challenged the validity of the 1146 patent in this investigation.
Complainant Pro-Cut filed a petition for review of the A w l s findings on
both infringement and the domestic industryls failure to practice the patent.
Respondents filed a petition for review of the ALJts findings on the economic
requirements for a domestic industry. Complainant, respondents, and the
Commission investigative attorneys filed responses to the petitions for
review. No agency comments were received.
On September 28, 1994, the Commission determined, by a vote of four to
t w o , to review the subject ID and to remand it to the ALJ for further
explanation on two narrow issues. Specifically, the Commission was unable to
discern from the ID the U I S
reasoning underlying his findings of no
infringement and no domestic industry under the doctrine of equivalents.
Accordingly, the AIJ was instructed to address the following questions on
remand :
1.

Whether the accused device performs substantially the same
function as disclosed in the "means for attaching" clause in claim
1 of the 1146 patent?

2.

Whether the accused device operates in substantially the same way
as disclosed in the "means for attaching" clause in claim 1 of the
1146 patent?

3.

Whether the accused device achieves substantially the same result
as disclosed in the "means for attaching" clause in claim 1 of the
1146 patent?

4.

To what scope of equivalents is the 1146 patent entitled?

5.

Whether, in light of questions 1-4 raised above, the domestic
industry is practicing the 1146 patent under the doctrine of
equivalents?

The ALJ was further instructed to make specific factual findings with
respect to each remanded question, to indicate what record evidence supports
those findings, and to provide an analysis of his ultimate determination on
each issue. The Commission determined to adopt the ID in all other respects.
On September 28, 1994, the Commission also determined to declare this
investigation nmore complicatedn in order to provide the parties, the
presiding A L J , and the Commission with adequate time to address the remanded
issues and complete the investigation. The 18-month statutory deadline for
completion of this investigation was therefore extended to June 1, 1995.
However, the Commission expects to complete the investigation prior to the
statutory deadline.
This action is taken under the authority of section 337 of the Tariff
Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 0 1337), and sections 210.53, 210.56, and 210.59 of the
Commissionls Interim Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 C.F.R. 0 8 210.53,
2

210.56, and 210.59).
Copies of the Commission's order, the non-confidential version of the

ID, and all other non-confidential documents filed in connection with this
investigation are or will be available for inspection during official business
hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary, U.S.
International Trade Commission, 500 E Street S.W., Washington, D.C. 20436,
telephone 202-205-3000. Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information
on the matter can be obtained by contacting the Commissionls TDD terminal on

202-205-1810.
By order of the Commission.

Donna -R. Koehnke
Secretary

Issued: September 29, 1994
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20436

~~

1
1

In the Matter of

)

Investigation No. 337-TA-361

CERTAIN PORTABLE ON-CAR DISC BRAKE LATHES )
AND COMPONENTS THEREOF
1

ORDER

On November 24, 1993, the Commission instituted an investigation of a
complaint filed by Pro-Cut International, Inc. ("Pro-Cut") under section 337
of the Tariff Act of 1930.

58 Fed. Reg. 63393 (Dec.

1, 1993). The complaint

alleged that respondents Hunter Engineering Company ("Hunterll) and Ludwig
Hunger Maschinenfabrik GmbH (llHunger11) imported, s o l d for importation, or sold
in the United States after importation certain portable on-car disc brake
lathes and components thereof that infringed the sole claim of U . S . Letters
Patent 4,226,146 ( "the 1146 patent").
On August 12, 1994, the ALJ issued his final ID finding no violation of
section 337 in the investigation. Specifically, he found that: (1)
respondents' imported product does not infringe the asserted patent claim; (2)
complainant satisfied the economic requirements for existence of a domestic
industry; but that (3) there is no domestic industry because complainant is
not practicing the '146 patent.

Complainant and respondents filed petitions

for review of the ID on August 25, 1994.

All parties filed responses on

September 1, 1994.
Having considered the subject ID, the petitions for review, the replies

thereto, and the record in this investigation, the Commission determines to
review and remand the subject ID for further explanation on two narrow issues.
Specifically, the Commission is unable to discern from the ID the ALJls
reasoning underlying his findings of no infringement and no domestic industry
under the doctrine of equivalents. Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED THAT

-

1.

The presiding administrative law judgers ID of August 12, 1 9 9 4 , is
reviewed and remanded to the ALJ in part for further proceedings
consistent with this order.

2.

On or before November 2 8 , 19.94, the ALJ shall issue an ID
addressing the following remanded questions:
a.

Whether the accused device performs substantially the same
function as disclosed in the Itmeans for attaching!! clause in
claim 1 of the 1 1 4 6 patent?

b.

Whether the accused device operates in substantially the
same way as disclosed in the Ifmeansfor attaching" clause in
claim 1 of the 1146 patent?

c.

Whether the accused device achieves substantially the same
result as disclosed in the Itmeans for attaching" clause in
claim 1 of the 1146 patent?

d.

To what scope of equivalents is the 1146 patent entitled?

e.

Whether, in light of questions a-d raised above, the
domestic industry is practicing the 1146 patent under the
doctrine of equivalents?

3.

The ALJ shall make specific factual findings with respect to each
remanded question, indicate what record evidence supports those
findings, and provide an analysis of his ultimate determination on
each issue.

4.

The subject ID is adopted by the Commission in all other respects.

5.

This investigation is designated "more complicated11 and the
statutory deadline for completion of the investigation extended to
June 1, 1 9 9 5 .

6.

The Secretary shall serve copies of this order upon each party of
record in this investigation and on the Department of Health and
Human Services, the Department of Justice, and the Federal Trade
Commission, and shall publish notice thereof in the Federal
Register.
2

By order of the Commission.
Donna R. Koehnke
Secretary
Issued:

September 29, 1994
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PUBLIC VERSION

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter Of
Certain Portable On-Car
Disc Brake Lathes And
Components Thereof

1
1
)

1

Investigation No. 337-TA-361

Initial Determination
Paul 3 . Luckern, Adminietrative Law Judge

Pursuant to the Notice of Investigation (58 Fed. Reg. 63393 (December 1,
1993)), this is the administrative law judge’s final initial determination,
under Commission interim rule 210.53 (19 C.F.R. 5 210.53).

The administrative

law judge hereby determines, after a review of the record developed, that

there is .no violation of subsection (a)(1)(B)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 5 13371, in the importation into the United States, the
sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation,

of certain portable on-car disc brake lathes and components thereof.

APPEARANCES

FOR COMPLAINANT PRO-CUT 1"ATIONAL.

INC.:

Bradford E. a l e , Esq.
Kevin M. O'Brien, Esq.
Ruffin B. Cordell, Esq.
BAKER & YQtKNZIE
815 Corn. Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20006

FOR RESPONDENTS LUDWIG HUNGER

&

HUNTER ENGINEERING COMPANY:

Larry Klayman, Esq.
Charles Corbin, Esq.
Leo J. Aubel, Esq.
Paul Orfanedes, Esq.
KLAYXAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
501 School Street, S.W., Suite 700
Washington, D.C.
20024
Gregory E. Upchurch, Eaq.
POLSTER, LEIDER, WOODRUFF & LUCCggSI
7763 South New Ballas Road
St. Louis, MO
63141-8750
J. William Newbold, Esq.
COBURN & CROFT
One Mercantile Center
St. L&is, Missouri
63101

Thomas H. Richards, Esq.
George B. Pressly, Esq.
SHEE",
PHINNEY, BASS & GREEN
1000 Elm Street
P.O. Box 3701
Manchester, New Hampshire
03105-3701
THE STAFF:

Juan S. Cockburn, Esq.
John M. Whealan, Esq.

i

ABBREVIATIONS
CB

Complainant's Initial Post Hearing Brief

CRB

Complainant's Reply Brief

CPX

Complainant's Physical Exhibit

cx

Complainant's Exhibit

FF

Finding of Fact

RPX

Respondents' Physical Exhibit

Rx

Respondents' Exhibit

SB
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PROCEDURAL RISTORY

By

notice dated November 24, 1993, the Commission instituted an

investigation, pursuant to subsection (b) of section 337 of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended, to determine whether there is a violation of subsection
(a)(1)(B)(i) of section 337 in the importation into the United States, the
sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation
of certain portable on-car disc brake lathes and components thereof, by reason
of alleged infringement of the single claim of U. S. Letters Patent 4,226,146
(the '146 patent), and whether there exists an industry in the United States
as required by subsection (a)(2) of section 337.

The Commission's Notice was

published in the Federal Register on December 1, 1993.

58 Fed. Reg. 63393

(Dec. 1, 1993).
On May 3, 1994, pursuant to Commission interim rule 210.36(b), Order No.

42 found certain evidentiary inferences. A hearing was held on May 2, 3 and 4
at which all parties set forth in the notice of investigation appeared.

Post

hearing subfiissions have been filed, followed by closing argument on May 26.l
The matter is now ready for this final initial determination which is
based on the entire record compiled at the hearing and the exhibits admitted
into evidence.

The administrative law judge has also taken into account his

observation of the witnesses who appeared before him during the hearing.
1

There is a gap, at page 16, in the text of complainant's initial post
hearing brief, which was filed on May 18, 1994. On August 1, the attorney
advisor contacted complainant's counsel by telephone to determine whether the
gap was merely a printing or photocopying error in the copy received by the
administrative law judge. On August 2, complainant's counsel confirmed that
the gap was not a photocopying error, but rather was created during editing of
the brief under the pressure of the deadline for filing on May 18, and with a
view toward meeting the page limitation set at the close of the hearing.
Complainant's counsel stated that said gap also appears in the copies of the
briefs filed with the Commission and those distributed to the parties. It was
further stated that although complainant's counsel were aware of the gap,
counsel did not know exactly what language was omitted on said page 16.

Proposed findings submitted by the parties participating in the hearing not
herein adopted, in the form submitted or in substance, are rejected either as
not supported by the evidence or as involving immaterial matters.

The

findings of fact of this determination include references to supporting
evidentiary items in the record.

Such references are intended to serve as

guides to the testimony and exhibits supporting the findings of fact of the
administrative law judge. They do not necessarily represent complete
summaries of the evidence supporting said findings.
JURISDICTION
The Commission has in rem, and subject matter jurisdiction. It also has

in personam

jurisdiction based on the appearance of counsel for complainant

and the respondents.
PARTIES
Complainant is Pro-Cut International, Inc. (Pro-Cut). The respondents
are Ludwig Hunger Maschinenfabrik GmbH (Hunger) and Hunter Engineering Company
(Hunter) (respondents) (FF 1 to 6).
OPINION ON VIOLATION
The products in issue are certain portable on-car disc brake lathes and
components thereof. Neither the respondents nor the staff has asserted in
their post hearing submissions that the '146 patent is invalid or
unenforceable.

Based on the those submissions, the issues have been limited

to the following:
1.

Whether respondents' accused device infringes the only claim of

the '146 patent; and
2.

Whether certain of complainant's activities constitute a domestic

2

.

industry
I.

INFRINGm4mT ANALYSIS

Complainant has the burden of proving infringement of the claims in
issue by a preponderance of the evidence. &g 1
pacor Corn., 833 F.2d 1551, 1557, 4 USPQ2d 1772, 1776 (Fed. Cir. 1987); Huahes
Aircraft v. United States, 717 F.2d 1351, 1361, 219 USPQ 473, 480 (Fed. Cir.
1983); Environtech C o n . v. A1 Georue, Inc., 730 F.2d 753, 758, 221 USPQ 473,
477, (Fed. Cir. 1984) (Environtech). 3
Infringement is considered in a two step analysis.

First, the scope of

the claim is determined, together with the range of permissible equivalents by
reference to the claim language, specification and prosecution history
according to technical rules of interpretation. Palumbo v. Don-Jov Co., 762
F.2d 969, 974, 226 USPQ 4, 7-8 (Fed. Cir. 1985).

Second, the claim is applied

to the accused device to determine whether literal infringement exits or
whether the claim is infringed under the doctrine of equivalents.

SRI Int'l.

v . Matsushita Electric Corn. of America, 775 F.2d 1107, 1118-21, 227 OSPQ2d

(=I;

577, 583-86 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (en banc)

SDecialtv Comosites v . Cabot

Corn., 845 F.2d 981, 986, 6 USPQ2d 1601, 1603-04 (Fed. Cir. 1988); Howes v.
Medical ComDonents. Inc., 814 F.2d 638, 643, 2 USPQ2d 1271, 1273-74 (Fed. Cir.
1987).
A.

Claim Coaotruction
In determining the scope of the claim of the '146 patent, the claim is

2

Each of the respondents has admitted that the accused products have been
imported into the United States and sold to third parties in the United
States. (CX 37 at 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9).
3

Complainant argued is its prehearing statement at 37 that its analysis
relating to the accused device is also applicable to its domestic product.
3

construed in light of claim language, the prior art, any prosecution history

m, 775

and the specification, and & in light of the accused device.
at 1118, 227 USPQ at 583.

F.2d

Moreover the claim is “not construed ‘to cover’ the

accused device,” because that procedure would make infringement a matter of
judicial whim, but rather said claim must be construed without reference to
the accused device. Id. The words of the asserted claim are given their
ordinary and accustomed meaning unless it appears from the specification and
prosecution history that the inventor intended differently.

Smithkline

1
859 F.2d
,
878, 882, 8 USPQ2d
1468, 1471 (Fed. Cir. 1988); Environtech, 730 F.2d at 759, 221 USPQ at 477.
The meaning that an inventor gives to words in the application as filed cannot
be changed to conform to subsequent events.

Intellicall. Inc. v.

Phonometries., 952 F.2d 1384, 1387, 21 USPQ2d 1383, 1386 (Fed. Cir. 1992)

(Intellicall);
USPQ 1025, 1031 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

Co

.,

733 F.2d 881, 889, 221

See also 4 Chisum, Patents

§

18.03[31.

If parties dispute the meaning of critical claim language, a court may
rely also on testimony of witnesses.

Tandon Corn. v. United States Int’l

Trade Comm’n, 831 F.2d 1017, 1021, 4 USPQ2d 1283, 1286 (Fed. Cir. 1987)
(Tandon). The specification may be used to interpret what the patentee meant
by words or phrases in a claim, but the claim. not the sriecification.

1
.
PhilliDS Petroleum Co., 849 F.2d 1430, 1433, 7 USPQ2d 1129, 1131 (Fed. Cir.
1988) (duPont).
A

claim may be written in a means plus function form.

4

35 U.S.C. 1112

16.'

In construing a "means plus function" claim, a number of factors,

I

Pursuant to the sixth paragraph of 35 U . S . C . 5 112:
element in a claim for a combination may be
expressed as a means or step for performing a
specified function without the recital of structure,
material, or acts in support thereof, gnd such claim
shall be construed to cover the CorresDondinq
structure, material or acts described in the
sDecification and eauivalents thereof. [Ehphasis
added]

The emphasized language places a limiting condition on the use of means-plusfunction language. As the Federal Circuit stated in Valmont Indus.. Inc. v.
Reinke Mfs. Co., 983 F.2d 1039, 25 USPQ2d 1451, (Fed. Cir. 1993) (Valmont):

...

A claim limitation described as a means for
performing a function, if read literally, could
encompass any conceivable means for performing the
function. Johnston v . IVAC Corn., 885 F.2d 1574,
1580, 12 USPQ2d 1382, 1386 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
[Johnston] This second clause confines the breadth of
protection otherwise permitted by the first clause.
Id. The applicant must describe in the patent
specification some structure which performs the
specified function. Moreover, a court must construe
the functional claim language "to cover the
corresponding structure, material, or acts described
in the specification and equivalents thereof." 35
-U.S.C. 5 112. Section 112 thus permits means-plusfunction language in a combination claim, but with a
"string attached." The "attached string" limits the
applicant to the structure, material, or acts in the
specification and their equivalents. Indeed the
section operates more like the reverse doctrine of
equivalents than the doctrine of equivalents because
it restricts the coverage of literal claim language.
Johnston, 855 F.2d at 1580.

Valmont, 983 F.2d at 1043, 25 USPQ2d at 1454.

Johnston, referred to by the

Court in Valmont, has the following language:

...But section 112 16 operates to cut back on the
types of means which could literally satisfy the claim
Dat Line
L
language. Id.; b
Inc., 813 F.2d 1196, 1201, 1 USPQ2d 2052, 2055 (Fed.
Cir. 1987). On the other hand, the section has no
effect on the function specified -- it does not extend
(continued.. .)
5

including the language of the claim, the patent epecification, the prosecution
history of the patent, and expert testimony may be considered. Pu ranuo
Associates. Inc. v. Reflanae, Inc.

843 F.2d 1349, 1356,

6 USPQ2d 1290, 1294

(Fed. Cir. 1988).
The single claim of the '146 patent reads:
Claim 1:
A portable lathe device intended primarily for returning of brake
discs and comprising
(a)

a portable driving device including a drive member and

(b)

a clutch device connected with said drive member,

(c) said clutch device incorporating a centering device adapted
to ascertain that the driving device and the brake disc shafts are
aligned, said centering device comprising
(d)

a rotatable disc for mounting to the brake disc,

(e) guiding means for aligning the rotatable disc with the brake
disc and
(f) clamping means for locking the rotatable disc and the brake
disc in aligned position,
'(g)
means for attaching said clutch device to a brake disc for
rotation of the disc when still mounted on a wheel shaft and from
which brake disc the vehicle wheel has been dismounted,
(h) a tool holder adjacent the driving device and provided with
feed means,
(i) means for attachins said tool holder to the mountins Doints
for a dismounted brake voke,
(j) said tool holder including two individually adjustable lathe
tools intended one for each side of the brake disc and
(k) said tool holder being moveable radially relative to the
brake disc and

(

. . .continued)
the element to equivalent functions.

Johnston, 855 F.2d at 1580, 12 USPQ2d at 1386.

6

(1) a supporting arm rigidly connecting said last holder with
said driving device to form an integral portable unit'.
[FF 291
[Emphasis added]
1.

Meaning o f .clutch d o v i ~ e ~

In clauses (b), (c), and (g), suDra, of claim 1, the term "clutch
device" is used.

Complainant argued that although respondents have argued

that the clutch recited in the asserted claim means something analogous to an
automotive transmission device, the '146 patent defines the clutch recited in
the claim as a centering adaptor having means to be mounted to the "fitting
bores or guide spindles of a brake disc."
Respondents' position is that a clutch is "the apparatus by means of
which a motor is temporarily connected or disengaged from a rotor "(RX 2,
para. 12)

.

The staff argued that since the '146 patent specification contains a
statement of how the inventor intended to define the term "clutch," this
definition should be applied.
Based-on the description of the clutch device set forth by the invention
in the specification of the '146 patent (FF 34, 351, the administrative law
judge finds that the term "clutch device" refers to gripping or holding
something as, for example, a centering adaptor.

2.

Meaning of the claimed phrame mmeana f o r attaching said tool
f o r a dismounted brake yoke.

holder to the mounting point.

Complainant argued that the "means for attaching" clause (clause (i),
suDra) should be construed as "a matter of law" to require an attachment arm
as disclosed in the specification of the '146 patent or any equivalent
5

The claim in issue is in a single paragraph format with no parenthetical
lettering. For ease of reference the elements of the claim have been set out
with each element given a letter designation.
7

structure which serves an anti-rotation function for the one piece, on-car,
portable brake lathe (CRB at 11).
The staff argued that the stated function specifically set forth in
means clause (i) is for "9ttachinq the tool holder to the mounting bores for a
dismounted brake yoke" (SB at 12) (Emphasis by the staff).
Functional language in a claim describes an element of an invention in
terms of what it accomplishes rather than in terms of what it is.
Patents 18.04.
35

2 Chisum,

As the legislative history indicates, the initial portion of

U.S.C. 1 112, sixth paragraph, provides that an element of a claim for a

combination may be expressed as a means or step for performing the function
SDecified in the claim, without the recital in the claim of structure,
material or acts in support thereof.

2 Chisum, Patents 88.04 121 [a1

.

The

function specified in the claimed means clause(i1, suDra, is for "attaching"'
a tool holder to the mounting points for a dismounted brake yoke, not for
preventing any rotation.

Said attachment function is repeatedly referred to

in the specification and the prosecution history of the I146 patent.

Thus, in

the first paragraph under the heading SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION, and before any
reference to any specific embodiment, the inventor discloses that his portable
lathe device is characterized such "that the tool holder is equipped with
means for its attachment to the mounting points for the dismounted brake yoke"
(FF 31).

The inventor, in the disclosure following SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION, in
describing each of the non-integral FIG. 1 embodiment (FF 37, 141) and
integral F I G . 2 embodiment (FF 52, 1461, refers to the attachment function.
~

~~

6

Webster's Third New International Dictionary (1976) defines "attachitas
"make fast or join (as by string or glue) I t .

8

Thus, under the heading DESCRIPTION OF

SoMg

PmFERRED E M B O D I m - S , and with

reference to the FIG. 1 embodiment, it is disclosed that "an attachment arm 7
has thereupon by means of bolts 8 been fixed in the bores intended for fitting
of the brake yoke" (FF 33).
the inventor discloses that

Thereafter in describing the FIG. 2 embodiment
(I

[olne end of an attachment arm 7 ['I

of bolts 8 attached to the bores for the brake yoke" (FF 34).

is by means
Moreover, the

only independent claim in the application, as filed, had the recitation
"wherein the tool holder is equipped with means for its attachment to the
mounting points for the dismounted brake yoke in the vehicle" (FF 56).

While

the original claim 1 was initially amended and later cancelled during the
prosecution of the '146 patent, the means for attaching the tool holder to the
mounting points for a dismounted brake yoke was carried through to the claim

7
Complainant, in its proposed findings 4 1 and 42, asserted that
attachment arm 7 in FIG. 2 of the '146 patent refers to CPXIA, and that in
FIG. 2 and in complainant's on-car brake lathe, attachment arm 7 ''marked as
CPX4A" is nothing more than an element which stops the machine from rotating.
The staff objected to said findings on the ground that they are contrary to
statements &de by complainant at the hearing expressly disavowing reliance
upon component CPX4A (SRF at 3). The complainant did represent on May 3, 1 9 9 4
that at no time did it assert that CPX4A was part of the domestic product (Tr.
at 7 7 ) . The complainant later represented, with respect to inference G which
reads :

G.

In an earlier design, respondents used an attachment
arm as called for by the claim of the patent. In a
later design, respondents removed the attachment arm
and replaced it with its current floor stand. Certain
of the functions performed by the original attachment
arm are now performed by the current floor stand.
Respondents believed that the floor stand is a
substitute for the attachment arm. IFF 751

that because complainant has already stipulated, and in fact there is no
evidence in the record, that the accused lathe has ever been sold in the
United States with an attachment arm of any sort, inference G does not apply
to anything that has happened in the United States and "in fact it's
irrelevant. Just as we previously decided with regard to .
. [CPXIA]" (Tr.
at 532).

.

9

in issue (FF 55 to 63). Accordingly, the administrative law judge construes
means clause (i), sunra, as directed to the function for attaching the tool
holder of the claimed lathe to the mounting points for a dismounted brake
yoke.
8.

Infringament Analyoim

Literal infringement of a patent requires that each element recited in a
claim at issue be found in the accused product.

If literal infringement is

found, the analysis ends and liability attaches. Graver Tank

&

Mfq. Co. v.

Linde Air Products Co., 339 U.S. 605, 607, 85 USPQ 328, 330 (1950) (Graver

Tank) .
Under the doctrine of equivalents, infringement may be found when the
accused device performs substantially the same function, in substantially the
same way, to yield substantially the same result as the claimed invention.
Graver Tank, 339 U.S. at 608, 85 USPQ at 330.

In Dolly. Inc. v. SDaldinq

&

Evenflo ComDanies. Inc., 16 F.3d 394, 29 USPQ2d 1767 (Fed. Cir. 1994)
(Evenflo), it was stated:

"'Under the doctrine of equivalents, the accused

device and the claimed invention cannot work in 'substantially the same way'
if a limitation (including its equivalent) is missing."

hsenflg, 16 F.3d at

397-98, 29 USPQ2d at 1769, citing Valmont, 983 F.2d at 1043, n.2.

Moreover,

application of the doctrine of equivalents is the exception, and not the rule.
Charles Greiner

&

Co.. Inc. v. Mari-Med. Mfs.. Inc., 962 F.2d 1031, 1036, 22

u s ~ Q 2 d1526, 1530 (Fed. Cir. 1992); London v. Carson Pirie Scott

&

Co., 946

F.2d 1534, 1538, 20 USPQ2d 1456, 1458-59 (Fed. Cir. 1991).
Complainant argued that the accused device falls within the claim in
issue either under the literal language of the claim under the ''equivalents
thereof" language of 35 U.S.C. 0 112, sixth paragraph, or under the doctrine

10

of equivalents.'
Complainant included with its post-hearing submissions a copy of the
concurring opinion of Judge Rich in Baltimore TheraDeutic EauiDment Co. v.
Loredan Biomedical, Inc., No. 93-1301, 1331, slip op. (Fed. Cir. April 12,
1994) (Baltimore). The first page of said opinion has the legend:
8

NOTE: Pursuant to Fed. Cir. R. 47.6, this disposition is not
citable as precedent. It is a public record. The disposition
will appear in tables published periodically.
At closing argument the staff argued that any unreported, unpublished Federal
Circuit opinion is not citable as precedent. (Tr. at 419). Complainant
responded:
MR. KILE: No. I don't wish to challenge the rule [Fed.
Cir. R. 47.61 It is the rule. You can't cite an unprecedential
[sic] opinion as precedent. That doesn't mean that anyone in
presenting an oral argument and trying to rely on logic is
estopped from using or referring to the logic that anyone else has
expressed on what he believes to be a similar subject.

* * *
KR. KILE: I agree with the Court. Do not give it [slip
concurring opinion in Baltimore] any weight as a decision of the
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.
(Tr. at 420, 421, 422). Baltimore is reported at 30 USPQ2d 1672 with the word
"(Unpublished)" in its caption. Baltimore was before circuit judges Rich,
Mayer and Sehall and Judge Schall delivered the Court's "DECISION." The
concurring opinion of Judge Rich, under the heading "Rich, J., concurring" is
reported at 30 USPQ2d at 1677.
This administrative law judge knows of no authority for the proposition
that an unpublished decision, including any concurring opinion, of the Federal
Circuit should affect in any way a published decision of the Federal Circuit.
Complainant, in support of its position on infringement, argued that the
'146 patent is a pioneer patent (Tr. at 432, 437, 438, 441, 548). In In re
Certain Stabilized Hull Units and Comonents, Inv. No. 337-TA-103, 218 USPQ
752, 765 (1982) (Hull Units), the Commission observed that the Supreme Court
in Westinshouse v . Bovden Power Brake Co., 170 U.S. 537, 561-62 (1892) defined
"pioneer1'as used to describe certain patents as follows:
9

This word [pioneer], although used somewhat loosely,
is commonly understood to denote a patent covering a
function never before performed, a wholly novel
device, or one of such novelty and importance as to
mark a distinct step in the progress of the art, as
11

(continued... I

The respondents and the staff argued that there is no infringement
because the language of the claim in issue does not encompass respondents'
device and because respondents' device does not infringe under the doctrine of
equivalents on the ground that the accused device does not have clause (i),
suDra, of the asserted claim.

Respondents further asserted that there is no

infringement because the accused device does not include a "clutch" called for
by the asserted claim.
In applying the "means plus function" paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 5 112,
sixth paragraph, with respect to means clause (i), m,
it is first
necessary to determine whether the accused device performs the function stated
in said means clause (i). If it does perform the function, only then must the
question be answered as to whether the means "in the accused device which

(

. . .continued)
distinguished from a mere improvement or perfection of
what had gone before. Most conspicuous examples of
such patents are: The one to Howe of the sewing
machine; to Morse of the electrical telegraph; and to
Bell of the telephone.

The Commission in Hull Units concluded that when the prior art was examined
the patented device in issue was not a pioneer invention.
The concept of a portable lathe device of the type incorporating a
portable driving device, adapted to rotate the brake disc via a clutch device,
when the brake disc is still mounted on the wheel shaft and from which brake
disc the wheel has been dismounted, the lathe device also incorporating a tool
holder arranged adjacent the driving device and provided with feed means with
the tool holder equipped with means for its attachment to the mounting points
for the dismounted brake yoke in the vehicle, and with two individually
adjustable lathe tools intended one for each side of the brake disc and
adapted to be moveable radially relative to the brake disc is not novel with
complainant as shown by the rejection of original claim 1 of the '146 patent
application as filed. (See FF 55 to 63). Moreover, disc brakes were known
and were being lathed before the device claimed in the '146 patent was in
existence (FF 64 to 68). In addition, while the '146 patent issued on October
7, 1980 (FF 2 8 1 , the record shows that there was basically no market
acceptance for the patented lathe when complainant started to sell the product
in 1989 (FF 68). Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that the
'146 patent is not a pioneer patent.
12

performs the function stated in the claim is the same as or an e-quivalent of
the corresponding structure described in the patentee's specification as
performing that function." D.M.I.. Inc. v. Deere

&

Co., 755 F.2d 1570, 1575,

225 USPQ 236, 239 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (Emphasis added).

The administrative law

judge finds that the record supports the conclusion that the accused device
lacks the means and function of means clause (i), suDra, viz. means for
attachinq the tool holder to the mounting points for a dismounted brake yoke
(FF 142, 143, 144).
Complainant, in order to find the claimed means clause (i), guDra, in
the accused device, refers to the unitary connecting arm (3) and the mounting
of the device to the brake assembly through brake disc (50) (FF 148).

The

accused device does have a supportin'g connecting arm (3) rigidly connecting
the tool holder assembly to the motor unit to form an integral portable unit
(FF 149). However, that structure corresponds to the structure of clause (1)
of the asserted claim, suDra, which is distinct from the means of means clause

(i), suDra, of the asserted claim (FF 148). Complainant's position ignores
the means of clause (i) for performing the claimed function of attaching the
tool holder to the mounting points for dismounted brake yoke,
attachment arm.

u.an

All words in a claim must be considered in claim

interpretation. See In re Wilson, 424 F.2d 1382, 1385, 165 USPQ 494, 496
(CCPA 1970).

Moreover, a court may not ignore meaningful structural

limitations of a claim on which the public is entitled to rely to avoid

infringement. See h
822 F.2d
,
1528, 1528, 3 USPQ2d, 1321, 1324-25 (Fed. Cir. 1987).
Complainant has "maintained throughout the course of this investigation
that this element [claimed means clause (i), gunra,] is present in the accused

13

devices... in the form of an anti-rotation post or mounting trolly either of
which are used interchangeably to Drevent the lathe from rotatinq.

In the

accused device the anti-rotation post or mounting trolley does prevent
rotation, in combination with the unitary structure of the lathe" (FF 147, CB
at 3) (hnphasis added).

This additional function of preventing rotation is

not specified in claim 1 but is specified in the '146 patent specification for
the FIG. 2 embodiment means for attaching the tool holder to the mounting
points for a dismounted brake yoke (FF 35).

Neither the anti-rotation post

nor mounting trolly, however, is found to provide the attaching function
specified in claimed means clause (i).lo
Assuming arguendo, that the accused device has the claimed means (i),
the administrative law judge finds that the means in the accused device for
performing the function of rotation prevention,

a.the

anti-rotation post or

mounting trolly, is neither the same as, nor equivalent to, the structure
described in FIG. 2,

a.attachment

arm 7, under either 35 U.S.C.

sixth paragraph, or under the doctrine of equivalents.

§

112,

Thus in the FIG. 2

embodiment of the '146 patent, the anti-rotation means is attached to the
mounting points of a disc brake yoke.

In contrast, as the accused device CPX-

5 shows, neither its anti-rotation post nor mounting trolley is attached to

the disc brake yoke.
The administrative law judge does find that the accused lathe includes a
flclutchfl
as defined in the '146 patent, consistent with his finding, suDra, as

lo

In the accused device either the anti-rotation post or mounting trolly
prevents rotation. Thus inference H reads:
Respondents believe that the floor stand or support
rod of the accused products operate to prevent
rotation of the on-car portable brake lathe [FF 761.
14

to the meaning of "clutch service" in the asserted claim.

(FF 121).

Based on the foregoing, as it relates to the claimed means (i), sunra,
the administrative law judge finds that complainant has not established, by a
preponderance of evidence, that the accused device infringes claim 1 of the
I146 patent.

11.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

Complainant has the burden of proving the existence of a domestic
industry.

r
Inv. No. 337,

TA-292, Commission Opinion at 34-35 (March 8, 1 9 9 0 ) ; Certain Concealed Cabinet
Hinues and Mountinu Plates, Inv. No. 337-TA-289, Commission Opinion at 22

.

(Dec. 28, 1989) (Hinues)

Pursuant to section 337(a) (31, a complainant may

prove the existence of a domestic industry by showing that

.

. . there is in the United States, with respect to the articles
protected by the patent . .
concerned --

.

(A)

significant investment in plant and equipment;

(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or
'(c) substantial investment in its exploitation,

including engineering, research and development, or
licensing.
19 U.S.C. 5 1337(a) (3).
A.

The "Economic AEpectE. of the Domeotic Induetry

Complainant argued that it is the owner by assignment, dated December
22, 1992, of the '146 patent in issue, and that its lathe in issue is

currently being manufactured in New Hampshire; that development of the market
for its product required Aextensive and continuous effort" by complainant in
terms of educating and training potential customers about the capabilities and
use of the product, and complainant has engaged in substantial research and
development to improve its product; that complainant and its "principal
15

supplier, Micro-Precision, Inc. (MP), which produces complaina&

s product

pursuant to an oral agreement, have made significant investment in equipment
and facilities for the production, testing, assembly, warehousing and shipment
of the product, as well as in office space;

Respondents argued that complainant has contrived to create the
appearance of significant irrevocable and binding investment through a course
of self-dealing among companies with common ownership, including the leasing
and loaning of employees and assets from one to the other, and planned
production of its subject disc brake lathe through contractors who have no
contracts and have yet to produce anything, in order to fabricate a basis for
jurisdiction at the Commission; that such investment must be "irrevocable and
binding" in order to contribute to the existence of a domestic industry,
citing Hinues, Commission Opinion at 21; that complainant is nothing more than
a shell corporation which borrows or leases its minimal assets and handful of

workers from other corporations with common owners and itself produces,
nothing; and that complainant has "yet to cause its first domestically
manufactured brake lathe to be produced," and at the time of filing its
complaint to the present, complainant has been selling-off its existing
inventory of imported Swedish manufactured VBG lathes.
The staff argued that, assuming that complainant is found to practice
the claim of the '146 patent, the activities of complainant and MP are
sufficient to meet the domestic industry standard in Section 337.
16

The record demonstrates that until December 1992, complainant imported
fully assembled lathes, but since that time complainant has only imported
certain components of the lathes (PP 152);

In addition, the record shows that
the value of the parts of complainant's lathe that are not imported into the
United States

while the value of the

imported components

Thus it is clear that

complainant and its subcontractor MP make complainant's lathe in the United
States, and that said production is sufficient to meet the domestic industry
requirement of section 337.

Certain Static Random Access Memories and

ComDonents Thereof, and Products Containins Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-325,
Unreviewed Initial Determination, Order No. 9 at 5-6 (May 14, 1991).
Moreover, the administrative law judge finds that MP's activities should be
considered in determining whether there is a domestic industry with respect to

17

complainant's lathes since the Conmission has considered the activities of
subcontractors as part of the domestic industry.

See e.u., C

$

Makins Carbonated Candy Products, Inv. No. 337-TA-292, Unreviewed Portion of
Initial Determination at 142 (Dec. 8, 1 9 8 9 ) ; Certain Feathered Fur Coats and
Pelts. and Process for the Manufacture Thereof, Inv. 337-TA-260, Unreviewed
Initial Determination at 16-17 (Sept. 2 4 , 1 9 8 7 ) ; Certain Bas Closure Clips,
Inv. No. 337-TA-170, Unreviewed Initial Determination at 39 ( 1 9 8 4 ) .
With regard to investment in plant and equipment, the record reveals
that
to assembly and testing equipment,
warehousing and general space related to its lathes (FF 183); that the value
(FF 178) and the

of complainant's assembly equipment

value of complainant's office and administrative equipment
that complainant has purchased the molds used by MP to produce
the lathe bodies, and molds for the casting of smaller lathe parts required
€or its lathes,

and that complainant also owns several instruments known as
profilometers used to evaluate the quality of the surface finish on a brake
disk

18

Z

According to MP's President and General Manager, John
W. Wiggins (PP 25, 1921,

Moreover,
according to Wiggins,

l1

Although complainant's Willey testified that at least some of the

tools used by MP in the manufacture of complainant's are "useable" for other
purposes, he also testified that he had not seen them used for purposes other
than complainant's lathe (PF 214).

In addition, there is no requirement that

equipment must be dedicated solely to production of a complainant's product,
and domestic industries have been found to exist where different products were
produced with the same equipment and labor.

See

e.q, Certain Intesrated

Circuit Telecommunication ChiDs and Products Containins Same, Includinq
Dialins ADDaratuS, Inv. No. 337-TA-337, Unreviewed Portion of Initial
Determination at 97 (March 9, 1993) (Telecommunication ChiDs) .12
Regarding employment of labor with respect to complainant's lathe, the
record demonstrates that complainant

11

For a "partial list" of MP machinery used "exclusively or principally"
in the production of complainant's lathes,
FF 213.

See also Telecommunication ChiDs, Inv. No. 337-TA-337, Notice of
-Commission Decision to Review Certain Limited Portions of an Initial
Determination, and Schedule for the Filing of Written Submissions on the
Issues Under Review, and on Remedy, the Public Interest, and Bonding (April
27, 1993).
12
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at its Lebanon, New Hampshire facility (PP 1671, resulting
in approximately
that as of the end of April 1994,

and MP spent
and that, according to complainant's witness regarding
the domestic industry, Brian Kelly,l3

The administrative law judge finds that the labor
expended by complainant and MP is significant under section 337(a)(3) (B).
Hinqes, Commission Opinion at 22; Certain StriD Lishts, Inv. No. 337-TA-287,
Unreviewed Portion of Initial Determination at 31 (June 27, 1989) (StriD
Lishts) .
With respect to investment in the exploitation of the patent through
research and development, the record demonstrates that complainant purchased

that complainant conducted research and
development to improve the microfinish produced by its lathe when the product
was first received from Europe (FF 1861, and made changes to the design of the
13

Kelly, who holds a Bachelor's Degree with Honors from Stanford
University, a Master's in Public Affairs Degree from the Woodrow Wilson School
of Princeton University and, as of the hearing, had largely completed the
requirements for the Ph.D. Degree in Economics at Harvard University, analyzed
the various documents produced by complainant and Micro-Precision in this
investigation, inspected the physical facilities of complainant and MicroPrecision, reviewed original accounting records, and interviewed complainant
and Micro-Precision personnel. (See FF 261-2161.
20

lathe (FF 186); that complainant has spent
including the outside consultants from Dartmouth College and
Archie Frangoulis, the consulting engineer, as well as the time and salaries
of its own employees (FF 187-188); and that

Such investment in research and development is found to be substantial within
the meaning of section 337(a)(3)(C). StriD Liqhts, Unreviewed Portion of
Initial Determination at 30.
Respondents' argument that complainant is a shell corporation which
shares employees with commonly owned companies and which constitutes a
fabricated domestic industry for the Swedish company VBG is rejected.
Although there is evidence that complainant shares certain employees and
facilities with other commonly owned companies (FF 169-1721, the record also
establishes that complainant is the owner of the '146 patent (FF 175-176) and,
together with MP, produces a substantial number of lathes in the United States
for sale in the United States and abroad (FF 163-166, 197-203, 206, 209210).14 Moreover, respondents' argument that the lack of a written production
agreement between complainant and MP also indicates that there is no domestic
industry is also rejected. Although the record indicates that there is in
fact no written agreement between complainant and MP (FF 2031, the record
demonstrates that the relationship between complainant and MP is well defined
and well understood by complainant and MP (FF 203).

l4

The absence of a written

Although complainant's lathe carries the VBG trademark (FF 1601, the
record establishes that complainant has acquired the right to use said mark
under license from VBG (FF 161). The administrative law judge finds that use
of said mark by complainant in no way establishes that Complainant is a Ilshell
corporation" designed to confer a domestic industry on VBG.
21

agreement with M P is not inconsistent with the manner in which complainant
does business (FF 204).

Moreover, it is clear from the record that despite

the absence of a writing evidencing the relationship between complainant and
MP, those companies have been doing business together on a substantial basis
(FF 197-210), and expect to continue to do so (FF 203).

The instant facts are

distinguishable from Hinues, on which respondents rely.

In Hinues the

Commission held that 'investments" in equipment to be delivered in the future
under a contract that the complainant could have rescinded upon payment of
cancellation, should not be considered as part of the domestic industry
because such investments were not 'irrevocable and binding.'
Commission Opinion at 21.

Hinues

Here, the record is clear that complainant and MP

have already produced many of the subject lathes and have already invested in
machinery and labor in order to produce the subject lathes.

Thus, such

investments have already been made, resulting in past and current production
of the subject lathes, and are not subject to recision or cancellation as in
Hinses .
Based'on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that
complainant has established the economic aspects of the domestic industry
requirement under each of 35 U.S.C. 5 1337(a) (3)( A ) , (B) and (C).
B.

P r a c t i c o o f tho Only C l a i m o f tho ' 1 4 6 Patont

Complainant in its prehearing statement, at 37, represented:
Because of the close correspondence between the accused device and
the Pro-Cut [complainant] lathe, the analysis of the coverage of
the Pro-Cut lathe by the '146 patent claim is substantially
identical to that set forth above with respect to infringement by
the accused device. To avoid repetition, that analysis is
incorporated herein by reference as if directed to the Pro-Cut
lathe. The conclusion is the same, the '146 patent claim covers
both the accused device and the Pro-Cut lathe.
Accordingly, in view of the findings and conclusion of the administrative law
22

judge with respect to complainant's infringement allegation, the
administrative law judge concludes that complainant has not established that
the only claim of the '146 patent covers complainant's lathe (CPX-4).
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III.

FINDINGS OF FACT

A.

Tho Partiam
1.

Pro-Cut International, Inc. (Pro-Cut) is a New Hampshire corporation

with its principal place of business at HC63 Box 22H, Lebanon, New Hampshire.
Pro-Cut, the owner of the '146 patent by assignment, manufacturers portable
on-car disc brake lathes, primarily through sub-contractors located in New
Hampshire.

(J. Dore, CX 192, Ana. 8; Kelly, CX 195, Ans. 5; Willey, CX 196,

Ans. 4; CX 2; CX

2.

72).

At the inception of Pro-Cut, its lathe was manufactured by VBG

Produktor, AB, a Swedish company.

The lathe was imported into the United

States as a semi-finished product and Pro-Cut then performed final assembly,
testing, and quality control before shipping the lathes to customers.
(Willey, CX 199 at 2).
3.

Pro-Cut originally sold its lathe under the trademark "VBGW and

continues to use that mark to avoid the loss of goodwill in the name,
notwithstanding the fact that the lathe is now made by Pro-Cut and its
contractors in the United States.
4.

Pro-Cut holds a license to use the VBG trademark on its portable on-

car brake lathe.
5.

(Willey, CX 199 at 2).

(Hooper, Tr. at 258).

Ludwig Hunger Maschinenfabrik GmbH (Hunger) is a German corporation

with a principal place of business at Lugwig-Hunger-Strasse 1, 86916 Kaufermy,
Federal Republic of Germany. Hunger manufactures the accused portable on-car
disc brake lathes and associated components in Germany, which are then shipped
to the United States for distribution by respondent Hunter. (CX 36 at 1; CX 37
at 2, 3, 4, 7).
6.

Hunter Engineering Company (Hunter) is a Missouri corporation with a
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place of business at 11250 Hunger Drive, Bridgeton, Missouri 63044.

Hunter is

engaged in the importation into the United States and sale after importation
of the accused portable on-car disc brake lathes that are manufactured in
Germany by Hunger.
8.

(CX 37

at 2 - 3 , 4 - 5 , 7 , 9 ) .

Expert Witnommom
7.

Complainant's expert, Dr. David M. Parks, is a professor of

mechanical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
CX 1 9 4 , Ans. 3 ) .

Parks works in the area of fracture mechanics, plasticity

and finite element analysis.
8.

(Parks, CX 1 9 4 , Exh. 1).

Prior to joining MIT, Parks was an Assistant Professor of

Engineering at Yale University.
9.

(Parks,

(Parks, CX 2 0 1 at 1).

Parks was graduated from the University of Illinois in 1971 with a

Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering Mechanics.

He received a Master of

Science degree in Engineering from Brown University in 1973 and a Ph.D. degree
in Engineering from Brown University in 1 9 7 5 .
10.

1).

Parks was qualified as an expert in engineering mechanics and

mechanical engineering.
11.

(Parks, CX 194 at

(Tr. at 2 6 2 ) .

Respondents' expert, Dr. James Kirk, is a professor of mechanical

engineering at the University of Maryland and has taught at said university
since 1 9 7 2 .

(RX 2 A ) .

Kirk worked as a

development engineer for the Ford

Motor Company in 1966 and 1967 and has been a member of the Society of
Automotive Engineers since 1980.
12.

(RX 2 A ) .

Kirk was graduated from Ohio University in 1967 with a Bachelor of

Science degree in Electrical Engineering. He received, from M.I.T., a Master
of Science degree in mechanical engineering in 1969 and a Doctor of Science
degree in mechanical engineering in 1 9 7 2 .
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13.

Kirk considers himself to have greater knowledge than one of
(Kirk,

ordinary skill in the art.
14.

Tr. at 322,

323).

Kirk was qualified as an expert in mechanical engineering,

manufacturing and general automotive engineering.

c.

(Tr. at 301, 305, 310).

Merrers. Willey, Hooper and Wiggin.

15.

Joseph Willey is the President of Complainant Pro-Cut.

Tr. at 92, 93, 2; Willey,
16.

196 at 1).

Willey is also one of the owners of Pro-Cut along with Paul Hooper

and Lorin Dore.
17.

Q(

(Willey,

(Willey, CX 196 at 1).

Willey, manages the day-to-day operations of Pro-Cut International,

makes sales calls on large customers, handles customer relations, and manages
production to insure that the operation runs smoothly.
18.

Willey has had extensive education in the use of portable brake

lathe equipment.
19.

(Willey, Tr. at 8 8 ) .

Willey is intimately familiar with the structure and operation of

the Pro-Cut on-car brake lathe.
20.

(Willey, CX 196 at 1).

(Willey, CX 196, at 6).

Paul Hooper, who is an officer of complainant worked as an

automobile mechanic for 25 years.

(Willey, Tr. at 193).

21. Hooper trained Hunter's engineers with respect to the operation of
the Pro-Cut on-car brake lathe.
22.

(Hooper, Tr. at 194, 195).

Hooper is familiar with the accused brake device marked as CPX 5.

(Hooper, Tr. at 216).
23.

Hooper has been actively working with the Pro-Cut on-car brake

lathe for about five to six years.

(Hooper, Tr. at 249; Hooper, CX 192, at

1).

24.

In addition to being an owner of Pro-Cut, Mr. Hooper is a Vice
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President and travels around the country making sales calls on large national
accounts like Sears, Wards, and General Motors.
25.

John W. Wiggins is the President and General Manager of Micro-

Precision Inc.
26.

(Hooper, CX 192, at 1).

(Wiggins, Q( 198 at 1).

Micro-Precision is a machine shop, manufacturing company with all

around capabilities of manufacturing mills, lathes, grinders, drills, CNC
turning and milling and deburring.
D.

(Wiggins, CX 198 at 1).

A Person Raving Ordinary Skill In The Art

27.

A person of ordinary skill in the art in issue is a person who is

knowledgeable about the general area and subject matter, and can understand
the words, of the '146 patent and has some understanding of what lathes do and
what cutting is as well as a general understanding of how one might resurface
the rotor of a disc brake rotor.

For such a person there is the requirement

either of a considerable amount of experience, on the order of two, three or
four years in the machine tool area or a bachelor of science degree in an
engineering field (Kirk Tr. at 322, 323).
E.

The ' 1 4 6 Patent and Claim in Iaaue
28.

The '146 patent, entitled "Portable Lathe Device" issued on October

7, 1980, to the inventor Uno Ekman, based on Application Serial No. 933,588
(the '588 application), filed August 14, 1978.

On February 4, 1992, the

inventor Ekman assigned all of his right, title and interest in the '146
patent to Ekmans Konstruktions AB.

Thereafter, on May 5, 1993, Ekmans

Konstruktions AB assigned all of its rights in the '146 patent to complainant
Pro-Cut.
29.

(CX 2; CX

72).

Claim 1 (the only claim) of the '146 patent reads as follows:
A portable lathe device, intended primarily for
returning of brake discs and comprising a portable
27

driving device including a drive member and a clutch
device connected with said drive member, said clutch
device incorporating a centering device adapted to
ascertain that the driving device and the brake disc
shafts are aligned, said centering device comprising a
rotatable disc for mounting to the brake disc, guiding
means for aligning the rotatable disc with brake disc
and clamping means for locking the rotatable disc and
the brake disc in aligned position, means for
attaching said clutch device to a brake disc for
rotation of the disc when still mounted on a wheel
shaft and from which brake disc the wheel has been
dismounted, a tool holder adjacent the driving device
and provided with feed means, means for attachinu said
tool holder to the mountinu points for a dismounted
brake voke, said tool holder including two
individually adjustable lathe tools intended one for
each side of the brake disc and said tool holder being
moveable radially relative to the brake disc and a
supporting arm rigidly connecting said last holder
with said driving device to form an integral portable
unit.
(CX 2, Col. 4:9-31).
30.

(Emphasis added).

The '146 patent under the heading BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

recites :
The present invention refers to a portable latch
device intended primarily for re-turning worn out
-brake discs for braked wheel shafts. When
reconditioning brakes it has hitherto usually been
necessary besides exchanging the brake blocks, to
dismount the brake disc when the wear thereon has
called therefore, and to send it to a work shop having
the facilities necessary for effecting a re-turning
thereof. This has meant that the vehicle has been
subjected to stillstand during some time, as there has
not for certain been any machine time available at the
work shop in question when the brake disc has been
delivered for re-turning.
For similar purposes small portable lathe devices have
earlier been developed, which devices have been
adapted particularly for turning of brake discs, but
those older constructions has been designed in such a
way that it has been necessary to dismount the brake
disc although it has not been necessary to send it to
a work shop for the machining.
The portable lathes device according to the invention
28

eliminates this problem as the lathe device makes it
possible to effect the re-turning of the brake discs,
while these are still mounted on the vehicle and thus
they need not be dismounted from the shaft, which
means an apparent simplification of the work
operation. The lathe device is at the same time of
such an uncomplicated type and of BO cheap
construction that it can be used and owned by small
car workshops, filling stations and the like.
(CX 2, col. 1, lines 5 to 34).
31.

The '146 patent, following the heading SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION,

states :
These features [disclosed in the BACKGROUND OF THE
INVENTION, s u ~ r a ]have been achieved with a portable
lathe device which incorporates a portable driving
device, which is adapted to rotate the brake disc via
a clutch device when the brake disc is still mounted
on the wheel shaft and from which brake disc the
wheel has been dismounted, the lathe device
furthermore incorporating a tool holder arranged
adjacent the driving device and provided with feed
means and the lathe device is characterized thereby
f r i
attachment to the mountins Doints for the dismounted
brake yoke in the vehicle and with two individually
adjustable lathe tools intended one for each side of
the brake disc and adapted to be moveable radially
:relative to the brake disc.
The invention will hereinafter be further described
with reference to two embodiments of the lathe device
according to the invention shown in the accompanying
drawings.
(CX 2, col. 1, lines 35 to 5 3 ) (Emphasis added).
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32.

The '146 patsnt (CX 2 ) , refer6 t o two embOdi-tl,

Y h - PIG. 1 and

FIG. 2 , a6 rhown below:

FIG. 1

30

L

L

.

31

.

c

In the above embodiments the '146 patent identifies item 7 as the "attachment
ann"; item 8 as "boltsn which attaches one end of the attachment arm 7 to the
bores for the brake yoke; item 4 as the "clutch device"; item 15 as a
"supporting armn which is connected to item 1, & a "driving motor," via
item 16 which is a "bracket" (CX 2).
33.

The '146 patent, under the heading DESCRIPTION OF SOME PREFERRED

EMBODIMENTS, and referring to the FIG. 1 embodiment states:
The lathe device according to the invention shown in
FIG. 1 incorporates a driving device 1, which for
instance can be an electric motor provided with a worm
transmission. The motor is prevented from rotating by
means of a supporting post 2 and it is adapted via a
clutch to drive the brake disc 3, which is still
mounted on the wheel shaft, in the direction shown by
arrow A. The clutch device 4 is connected to the
brake disc by means of a screw joint 5 fitted in the
brake disc bores or guide spindles intended for
attachment of the wheel hub with its tire to the brake
disc.
The brake yoke with the brake shoes and the brake
pistons have been dismounted from the wheel and an
attachment arm 7 has thereUDOn bv means of bolts 8
been fixed in the bores intended for fittins of the
'brake yoke. The attachment arm 7 is via bolts 9
attached to a tool holder incorporating a bottom plate
10 provided with guides along which a carrying plate
11, which carries lathe tools 14 is displaceable in
the direction of arrow B. The carrying plate motion
is effected manually via a hand wheel 12 and a
transmission. The lathe tools 14, one for each side
of the brake disc, are both individually laterally
adjustable by means of one adjustment screw 13 each.
The bottom plate 10 can be mounted in right hand or
left hand positions relative to the attachment arm 7
to be able to be used for reconditioning of brake
discs situated at any side of the vehicle.
(CX 2, col. 1, lines 64-68, col. 2, lines 1-23). (Emphasis added)
34.

Referring to the FIG. 2 embodiment, the '146 patent states in part:
In FIG. 2 is thus shown a driving device 1, which is
prevented from rotating. The brake disc 3 is driven
in the direction A by the driving device 1, which e.g.
32

can be a worm transmission motor or the like through
the intermediary of a clutch device 4 desianed as a
8
m
ins nlate fixed
pin
de
hub
with tire bv means of
oneration to receive a wheel
a screw joint 5. 9x1

f
l

a

1

m,whereas the opposite end of

the attachment arm
is fixed so one end of a supporting arm 15, which at
its end situated nearest to the attachment arm 7
supports the carrying plate 11.
T
h d vice
u
4 in this embodiment inconorates a mountins Dlate 19,
which is fitted to the brake disc bv means of screws
or nuts 5 in the holes for the rim bolts. The clutch
device furthermore inconorates a number of uuidinq
pins and clamins shoulders 20, which are fitted to
the mountins d a t e 19 bv means of suitable members at

...

$he mountins Dlate when lockins bars 22 are acted uDon
when the center screw 6 is ticrhtened.
(CX 2, col. 2, lines 28 to 42, 61 to 6 8 , col. 3, lines 1-21,
added).
35.

(Emphasis

Referring to both embodiments FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the '146 patent

discloses:
Both embodiments of the portable lathe device shown in
FIGS. 1 and 2 work mainly in the same manner and give
the same advantages. After the vehicle, on which the
'brake discs shall be re-turned, has been blocked up
and wheel and brake yoke with brake shoes and brake
pistons have been dismounted the attachment arm 7 is
fitted to the bores for the brake yoke. The clutch
device 4 is centered and fixed to the brake disc bv
11 of the tool holder is adjusted to its correct
position in relation to the brake disc. whereuDon the

the hand wheels 13 to accurate turnins Dositions. The
driving motor 1 is thereupon started and it rotates
the brake disc via the built in gear. The lathe tools
14 are immobile except for their adjustment
possibilities, sideways and in the feed direction
shown by arrows B. The feed of the lathe tools in the
radial direction of the brake disc is effected by
means of manual maneuvering on the hand wheel 12, but
it is also possible to connect this hand wheel to an
air driven, slowly rotating drilling machine or the
like for obtaining a more even lathe tools feed. In
the embodiment according to FIG. 2 the attachment arm
33

7 is furthermore intended to ascertain that the
driving motor does not start to rotate and it thereby
takes over the function of the supporting poet 2 at
embodiment according to FIG. 1. [Emphasis added]
(CX

2, col. 3, lines 9 to 32, col. 4, lines 1 to 3).
36.

The '146 patent specification states:
The invention is not limited to the embodiments shown
in the accompanying drawings but variations and
modifications are possible within the scope of the
appended claims.

(CX 2, col. 4, lines 4 to 8).
(CX

37.

Figure 1 of the '146 patent depicts a two-piece embodiment.

38.

The I146 patent claim 1 is directed by its terms to a one piece on-

2).

car brake lathe as shown in Fig. 2 of the patent.

The clause "means for

attaching, etc" as stated in the '146 patent claim is the attachment arm 7 of
Fig. 2 of the I146 patent drawings.
beginning at column 2, line 23.
39.

This is described in the '146 patent

(Parks, CX 194 at 7).

A dismounted brake yoke is also known as the caliper.

(Hooper, Tr.

at 249, 250).
40.

The mounting point for a dismounted brake yoke as described in the

'146 patent is called the spindle.
41.

(Willey, Tr. at 175, 176).

A spindle is a non-rotating component that is attached to the frame

of the automobile, holds the rotating components of the wheel and centers

those components on the axle.

(Willey, Tr. at 148; Kirk, Tr. at 336, 337; CX

194, Exh. 2).
42.

The mounting bores ("holes") for a dismounted brake yoke ("brake

caliper") are located on the spindle.

(CX 194, Exh. 2; Willey, Tr. at 149).

43. Attached to CX 194 as Exhibit 2 is a photograph of a spindle for a
34

automobile.
44.

assembly.
45.

(Willey, Tr. at 148).

The spindle is also known in a front wheel drive as the bearing hub
(Willey, Tr. at 148).
The spindle hold8 the rotor and centers it on the axle.

(Willey,

Tr. at 148, lines 15-17).
46.

The relationship of an on-car brake lathe to the spindle is

important to properly machine the rotor.
47.

(Willey, Tr. at 148, 149).

The brake yoke on the wheel assembly attaches to the spindle

through bore holes provided in the spindle.
48.

In Figure 1 of the '146 patent element 7 can be solidly attached to

perform a support function.
49.

(Willey, Tr. at 149).

(Willey, Tr. at 136).

The attachment arm 7 in Figure 1 of the '146 patent, serves to

support the tool holder by suspending it from the bore holes for a dismounted
brake yoke or caliper brake.
50.

(Parks, Tr. at 275, 276).

Element 7 in Figure 1 of the '146 patent is a supporting member

which, if disconnected, would permit the cutting head to fall to the floor.
(Willey, Tr. at 139).
51.

The '146 patent claim 1 is directed by its terms to a one piece on-

car brake lathe as shown in Fig. 2 of the patent.

The clause mmeans for

attaching, etc." as stated in the '146 patent claim is the attachment bar 7 of
Fig. 2 of the '146 patent drawings. This is described in the '146 patent
beginning at column 2, line 23.

(Parks, CX 194 at 7).

52.

Figure 2 of the '146 patent depicts a one-piece embodiment.

53.

An "attachment arm 7 " as described in the specification is depicted

(CX

2).

in both of the figures of the '146 patent.
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(CX 2, Figs. 1-2).

54.

The first definition of the word "clutch" in the Random House

Collese Dictionam, and the Webster Collese Dictionarv (RX 43-44) refers to
gripping or holding something, while the technical definition of a "clutch" is
the fourth definition. The definition in the '146 patent of the term "clutch"
comports with the first dictionary definition of "clutch," i.e., gripping or
holding something.

(RX 43-44).

P a t e n t Offico Prosecution o f the I 1 4 6 Patent and Lathe Device8

F.

55.

In the first Office action of April 13, 1979 all of the original

claims 1 to 5 were rejected. Original independent claim 1 and claims 2, 4 and
5, dependent on claim 1, were rejected over German patent 2,540,187 to Mossel.

Original claim 3, dependent on claim 1, was rejected on insufficient structure
recited to support claimed functions and as indefinite and incomplete (CX
191).

56.

Original independent claim 1 read:
A portable lathe device, intended primarily for
returning of brake discs and of the type incorporating
a portable driving device, which is adapted to rotate
*the brake disc via a clutch device, when the brake
disc is still mounted on the wheel shaft and from
which brake disc the wheel has been dismounted, the
lathe device furthermore incorporating a tool holder
arranged adjacent the driving device and provided with
feed means, w
q
means for its attachment to the mountins Doints for
the dismounted brake yoke in the vehicle, and with two
individually adjustable lathe tools intended one for
each side of the brake disc and is adapted to be
moveable radially relative to the brake disc.
[Emphasis added]

1.

As

seen from the above the original claim 1 had the recitation "wherein the

tool holder is equipped with means for its attachment to the mounting points
for the dismounted brake yoke in the vehicle."
57.

Original dependent claim 3 read:
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(CX 191).

,

58.

3.
A lathe device according to claim 1, wherein the
clutch device incorporates a centering device adapted
to ascertain that the driving device and the brake
disc shafts are aligned.

In an amendment dated July 10, 1979 original claims 4 and 5 were

cancelled and claims 1, 2 and 3 were amended. The "Remarks" section of the
amendment stated in part:
Claims 1, 2, 4 and 5 were rejected under U.S.C. 102
over the German Patent [2,540,1871. Claim 1 is hereby
amended more clearly to define over the teachings of
the German Patent, namely by recitation of a
supporting arm rigidly connecting the tool holder of
the device with the driving device to form an intesral
portable unit.
The G e r m a n Patent has a portable driving device for
rotating a disc brake and a tool holder having two
individually adjustable tools. The driving unit and
the tool holder are not however interconnected by a
supporting arm as now defined in amended Claim 1. In
the G e r m a n arrangement the two units are connected by
the rods of the wheel suspension but this means that
it is necessary to make a very accurate and time
wasting alignment of the two units before operation
thereof. It is furthermore in practice almost
impossible to obtain such a perfect mounting in all
positions which is necessary for obtaining a
-satisfactory turning result. A possible bearing
slackness in the wheel will furthermore result in an
unsatisfactory machining of the disc since the risk
for non-parallel mounting is high. By integrating the
driving device and the tool holder, in accordance with
revised Claim 1 of the instant application it is
ensured that the turning of the disc will be made with
the greatest possible precision as to parallelism.
The drawbacks outlined in connection with the German
device are therefore substantially eliminated. It is
a further advantage of the device in accordance with
the instant invention that the integral unit is more
easily handled [Emphasis added].
(CX 191).
59.

Amended claim 1 read:
1.
A portable lathe device, intended primarily for
returning of brake discs and comprising a portable
driving device including a drive member and a clutch
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device connected with said drive member, means for
attaching said clutch device to a brake disc for
rotation of the disc when still mounted on a wheel
shaft and from which brake disc the vehicle wheel has
been dismounted, a tool holder adjacent the driving
device and provided with feed means, means for
attaching said tool holder to the mounting points for
a dismounted brake yoke, said tool holder including
two individually adjustable lathe tools intended one
for each side of the brake disc and said tool holder
being moveable radially relative to the brake disc and
a supporting arm rigidly connecting said last holder
with said driving device to form an integral portable
unit. [CX 1911
60.

Amended dependent claim 3 read:
3.
A lathe device according to claim 1, wherein the
clutch device incorporates a centering device adapted
to ascertain that the driving device and the brake
disc shafts are aligned, said centering device
comprising a rotatable disc for mounting to the brake
disc, guiding means for aligning the rotatable disc
with the brake disc and clamping means for locking the
rotatable disc and the brake disc in aligned
positions. [CX 1911

61.

In a second Office action dated September 28, 1979,
Claims 1 and 2 are rejected as being unpatentable over
Mossel in view of Basseti [Italian patent 472,238 to
'Basseti] under 35 U.S.C. 103. It is considered to be
an obvious expedient to mount a motor drive means at
5 and 6 and connect it to the tool slide both as
taught by Basseti in Figs. 1 and 2.
Claim 3 is objected to as depending from a rejected
claim but is considered to be allowable if amended to
include all the limitations of the parent claim.

(CX 191).
62.

A n amendment dated December 18, 1979 cancelled amended claims 1 and

2 and in addition amended claim 3.

in issue.

Amended claim 3 corresponds to the claim

It wae represented that the Examiner had indicated that claim 3 is

allowable as presently amended and that the present amendment includes all the
limitations of the parent claim 1 and has been additionally amended to put
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claim 3 in independent form and to correct the syntax of the claim. (cX 191).
63.

By action dated January 28, 1980, the Examiner stated that amended

claim 3 was allowable and a notice of allowance was mailed on March 13, 1980.

(cx 191).
64.

Disc brakes were around and were getting lathed before the device

claimed in the '146 patent was in existence (Hooper, Tr. at 2 0 5 ) .
65. Hooper testified as to other devices for cutting front wheel drive
disc brakes:

Q

What did they use before your machine existed to cut front wheel
drive disc brakes?

A

There's been a two piece unit out at, that it's, Quickway has made
one that is bolted directly to the caliper support bracket. There
was a grisly grinder that came out of Canada, that Bear
Corporation tried to -- two piece.
It was designed, I'm going to explain two piece. The quick way
was a lathe that bolted to the caliper support bracket. But later
they came up with an adapter, that would hook to a half inch drill
to turn the wheel instead of the motor.
Because it was more consistent when a car came in cold. And it
was supposed to be run at a certain RPM's. The choke was cold,
:and the car would run faster, and you couldn't get a consistency
of cuts.
So Quickway designed a unit to go to a half inch drill, so you
could the half inch drill, that would turn the same RPM's all the
time. It was not a very big success. But they did, it was
available.

And then Honda had a trapped rotor. And Honda came up with one of
their own that still in existence that you start the car up, and
it's very similar to the Quickway. It's similar to the Acuturn.
There is numerous brake lathes. But before, there was only one,
and that was the Quickway.

Q

Now, even today, I think, would you agree that it's safe to assume
that every mechanic in the country does not own either a Hunger or
a Pro-Cut machine. Isn't that a safe assumption?

A

That everyone does not, yes.
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Q

Okay, so, would it also be a safe assumption to say that some
people today are still lathing disc brakes using a bench mounted
lathe?

A

Yes, they are.

66.

Hooper testified as to prior art lathes (Tr. at 199 to 2 0 1 ) :

Q

I understand, so then with respect to rear wheel drive cars, the
on car disc brake lathe and the conventional bench mounted lathe
work, somewhat sim, work to a relatively similarity?

A

Okay. When you have, when you dismount a rotor from a rear wheel
drive car, you have bearing cups. In the rotor. Those bearing
cups work as a centering device when you use a bench lathe and do
a good job.
It won't make it as accurate as an on the car, because you can
actually see and compensate with CPX4 and CPX5. But. As far as
cutting it square, to the bench lathe, it will do it.
When you remove a rotor from a front wheel drive car, you have no
studs, you have no lug nuts. And you have to rely on the college
that you use, to try to hook, to mount this particular rotor, on a
bench lathe, with no bearing cups.
I mean, you just, it's a very small surface that you touch. And
numerous times I worked with engineers. And it's just, it's just
not accurate.
I mean, I'm no engineer, but I sure work with them for eight, from
-Delco Marine down.

JUDGE LUCKERN: But would you say they were similar?
question was whether they're similar or not.

I think the

THE WITNESS: Well, similar. Do they perform the same function?
Yeah', they both cut the rotor.
One will, like I say, one you can't compensate for the stock
tolerances of the vehicle. Where you can compensate with CPX4
[domestic device] and 5 [accused device] here.
A bench brake lathe. Sometimes they say, that if you measure it
on the car, and try to create that same run out situation on a
bench lathe, that it works.
Well, we tried that. And it's been done. And it used to be said
to do it. But if someone ever tried it, you can't do. I mean,
you would see.
JUDGE LUCKERN:

So your answer would be, no, they're not similar.
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TIIE WITNESS: They're, well, 1'11 tell you.
JUDGE LUcktERN:

I meanit's like

--

If you can answer it.

THE WITNESS: I don't, really the, you know, I mean.
saying is a Ford similar to a Cadillac?

It's like

Yeah, they got four wheels, and they do the same. But you know,
the price tag is a little different, and the ride's a little
better.
JUDGE LUCKERN:

Fine.

THE WITNESS: So, my, when you say 8 d l a r , that, those two
machines cutting them on the car is much better than a bench
lathe.
(Hooper, Tr. at 201-03).
67.

Prior to complainant providing the patented lathe, there were bench

lathes by companies like Ammco and two piece caliper lathes by companies like
Kwik-Way.
68.

(Hooper, CX 192 at 7 ) .
There was basically no market acceptance for complainant's lathe

when complainant started to sell the product in 1989 (Willey, CX 19f at 5).
G.

Adverme Inferancem

69.

Respondents intentionally copied all of the primary components of

the '146 patent.
70.

(Order No. 42, Adverse Inference A ) .

Respondents attempted to produce a portable on-car brake lathe but

were unable to do so prior to learning of the invention disclosed in the '146
patent.
71.

(Order No. 42, Adverse Inference B).
Respondents have sold significant quantities of its accused product

and will likely continue to do so in the future.
Inference C)
72.

(Order No. 42, Adverse

.

The industry has well accepted respondents' accused products which

are an advance over prior bench-mounted or two-piece brake lathe machines.
(Order No. 42, Adverse Inference D).
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73.

The invention disclosed in the '146 patent is an improvement over

respondents' designs prior to the issuance of the '146 patent.
Adverse Inference E)
74.

(Order No. 42,

.

In the past, respondents' accused device has included a post

attached to the tool holder that could be used to connect the tool holder to
the mounting points of a dismounted brake yoke.

(Order No. 42, Adverse

Inference P) .
75.

In an earlier design, respondents used an attachment arm as called

for by the claim of the patent.

In a later design, respondents removed the

attachment arm and replaced it with its current floor stand.

Certain of the

functions performed by the original attachment arm are now performed by the
current floor stand. Respondents believed that the floor stand is a
substitute for the attachment arm.
76.

(Order No. 42, Adverse Inference G).

Respondents believe that the floor stand or support rod of the

accused products operate to prevent rotation of the on-car portable brake
lathe.
H.

(Order No. 42, Adverse Inference HI.

The Accused and Domastic Devices
77.

Complainant's on-car brake lathe works as follows: one first

removes the wheel from the car and the brake caliper from its support and set
the caliper aside.

Next, the clutch adaptor is attached to the rotor using

the automobile lug nuts.

Once that is tightened up to about forty foot

pounds, then one screws the lathe to the adaptor.

Then the user locks the

lathe down by tightening the handle on the stand or by using the floor stand
to keep the lathe from rotating.

Once this is attached, then the user turns

the lathe on to see if there is any side to side movement in the lathe, the
side to side movement in the lathe will indicate there's run-out in the system
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that has to be removed.

Run-out is almost always there, 3 0 - 9 5 % of the time.

At this point the user stops the lathe and attaches the dial indicator to the
lathe, touching a stationary point on the car to measures the side to side
movement of the lathe. Once the user locates the high spot and the low spot
on the rotor, he adjusts the high point or the low point run-out screws to
remove the runout.

The user can then turn the lathe back on and the user can

view the dial indicator to determine whether the run-out has been removed to
an acceptable level.

If necessary, the user can stop the lathe and readjust

it again. Usually runout can be removed on the first attempt by an
experienced operator.

Once the run-out is removed, the user removes the dial

indicator set up, takes the cutting head and centers it on the rotor using one
of five adjusting holes to position the heads on either side of the rotor.
The user then cranks the heads half way toward the center of the rotor by
pulling the feed handle out and winding it in to the center of the rotor, and
next adjusts each head inward to make them touch on each side of the rotor.
Thereafter the user cranks the heads all the way in to where the user wants to
begin the cut.

The user then sets the depth of cut, tightens the cutting arms

down and starts the lathe on its automatic cutting cycle.

The cut proceeds

automatically from there, cutting right through until it reaches the micro
switch at the end of the rotor which will shut off the lathe automatically.
One cut is all that is required and the microfinish will be somewhere in the
range of 23 microns which is better than any other lathe on the market.

The

difference being whether its 20 or 40 depends on the manufacturer of the
rotors.

Some are harder than the others. Once this is done, then the user

disconnects the lathe, removes the adaptor, moves it 'to the other side of the
car and refinishes the rotors on that side.
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(Willey, CX 196, at 6 - 8 ; Hooper,

Cx 192, at 3-51.

78.

The use of complainant's on-car brake lathe is demonstrated in a

videotape marked as CX 196 and CPX 6.
79.

(Hooper, CX 192 at 5 ) .

The structure to which the caliper in an automobile brake system is

mounted i.e. the portion of an automobile that attaches a stationary shaft to
the framing of the automobile, can be called a spindle.

The spindle is the

place where the brake calipers are attached to produce a braking force to
bring an associated vehicle to a stop (Kirk, Tr. at 336, 337).
80.

The spindle provides the total reference point for the positioning

and functioning of the on-car brake lathe (Willey, Tr. at 158).
81.
yoke.

A

spindle is the structure which supports and receives the brake

(Hooper, Tr. at 252).
82.

There are holes in both the brake yoke and in the spindle to

receive the bolt6 for a brake yoke.
83.

A

automobile.

(Hooper, Tr. at page 252, 253).

brake yoke is a structure which holds the brake pads in an
It does not remain attached to the automobile during use of

complainant's on-car brake lathe. The brake yoke responds to pressure from
the master cylinder to squeeze the pads together to provide a braking function
for the vehicle.

84.

(Hooper Tr. at 231, 250).

The clutch adapters of the accused device are bolted to the studs

that are on the bearing hub or on the rotor that is attached directly to the
spindle because the studs that go through the rotor and/or hub are part of the
spindle.

(Willey, Tr. at 149, 158; Hooper, Tr. at 253, 254; Kirk, Tr. at

338).

85.

Complainant's dolly has a locking mechanism in the form of a

ratchet locking handle at the rear of the top of the dolly.
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(Hooper, Tr. at

243).

86.

Respondents' dolly has a locking mechanism in the form of a

rotatable knob in the middle of the dolly.
87.

CPX

is requested.
88.

is not normally shipped with complainant's lathe unless it

(Hooper, Tr. at

(Hooper, Tr. at
CPX

4A

210).

when

210).

(Hooper, Tr. at

211

to

213).

The anti-rotation post, sometimes called a vertical support rod,

for complainant's on-car brake lathe is a silver colored rod about
long and adjustable in length.
91.

4A

attaches to the bottom of complainant's tool holder in a

screw-down bracket.
90.

243).

Complainant does not charge anything additional for CPX

requested.
89.

4A

(Hooper, Tr. at

(Willey, Tr. at

3 1/2

feet

132, 133).

Complainant's on-car brake lathe may be prevented from rotating

using the vertical support post provided with the lathe.

(Hooper, Tr. at

256).

92.

CPX

4

includes a ratchet locking handle on the rear of the mounting

trolley, which prevents rotation of the brake lathe.

(Hooper, Tr. at

243,

256).

93. The vertical support rod is not used at the same time the mounting
trolley is used with complainant's on-car brake lathe.
94.

in CPX

4.

95.

(Hooper, Tr. at

The mounting trolley performs the same purpose as the vertical rod
(Hooper, Tr. at

242).

The clutch adapter of complainant's on-car brake lathe is a black

five hole structure which bolts onto the lug-nuts of the vehicle.
Tr. at

242).

(Hooper,

253).

96.

The clutch adapter of complainant's on-car brake lathe attaches to
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the lug-nuts of the rotor on a rear wheel drive car and attaches to the lugnuts of the bearing hub assembly on a front wheel drive car.

(Hooper, Tr. at

253, 254).
97. The lathe body is attached to the clutch adapter.

(Hooper, Tr. at

254).
98.

The lathe body of complainant's on-car brake lathe is colored blue.

(Hooper, Tr. at 254).
99.

The tool holder of complainant on-car brake lathe is attached to

the lathe body.
100.

(Hooper, Tr. at 254).

The clutch adaptor in the accused on-car brake lathe is directly

connected to the spindle.
101.

(Willey, Tr. at 157, 158).

With respect to accused device, once the universal flange is

attached to the disc brake rotor studs through means of the centering fingers,
the mounting trolley can be removed and is no longer required, provided an
anti-rotation device is used.
102.

(Kirk, Tr. at 356, 357).

If the accused device is attached only to the disc brake rotor and

put into operation, the entire device rotates.
103.

(Kirk, Tr. at 356, 357).

The vertical support post in the accused device is an element

which is about 3 1/2 feet long, and adjustable as in the case of the vertical
support post on complainant's lathe.
104.

The support post in the accused device has a "Tee" towards the top

and is a metallic black color.
105.

(Willey, Tr. at 142).

(Willey, Tr. at 142).

The rotation of the lathe during operation with respect to the

axle of the automobile is undesirable.
106.

lathe

(Kirk, Tr. at 357).

There are no substantial differences between the on-car brake

manufactured by complainant and the accused on-car brake lathe devices.
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(Willey, CX 196 at 2 8 ) .
107. The accused on-car brake lathe marked as CPX 5 includes a locking
device to prevent the lathe from rotating in the form of a black knob in the
middle of the mounting trolley.
108.

243)

(Hooper, Tr. at

.

The dark gray vertical rod associated with CPX 5 is not used at

the same time as the locking knob of the mounting trolley of CPX 5.
Tr. at 243,
109.

(Hooper,

244).

Once the accused device is placed in position and locked, and the

anti-rotation rod is attached, all of the weight of the device is carried by
the spindle.
110.

(Kirk, Tr. at 357).

The vertical support post of the accused device has the purpose of

preventing rotation of the accused device during use.
111.

(Kirk, Tr. at

358).

Operation of the accused on-car brake lathe is illustrated in the

Hunter "Operating Instructions Model BL300 on-car rotor lathe."

(Parks, CX

194 at 10).
112.

Respondents do not contest that the accused device includes a

portable lathe device intended primarily for returning of brake discs.
(Amended Response, CX 37, at the Claim Chart).
113.

Respondents do not contest that the accused device includes a

portable driving device including a drive member.

(Amended Response, CX 37,

at the Claim Chart).
114.

Respondents do not contest that the accused device includes a

centering device adapted to ascertain that the driving device and the brake
disc shafts are aligned.
115.

(Amended Response, CX 37, at the Claim Chart).

Respondents do not contest that the accused device includes a

rotatable disc for mounting to the brake disc.
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(Amended Response, Cx 37, at

the Claim Chart).
116.

Respondents do not contest that the accused device includes

guiding means for aligning the rotatable disc with the brake disc.
Response, CX 37, at the Claim Chart)
117.

(Amended

.

Respondents do not contest that the accused device includes tool

holders adjacent the driving device and provided with feed means.

(Amended

Response, CX 37, at the Claim Chart).
118.

Respondents do not contest that the accused device includes two

individually adjustable lathe tools intended one for each side of the brake
(Amended Response, CX 37, at the Claim Chart).

disc.

119.

Respondents do not contest that the accused device includes a tool

holder being moveable radially relative to the brake disc.

cx

(Amended Response,

37, at the Claim Chart).
120.

Respondents do not contest that the accused device includes a

supporting arm rigidly connecting said last holder with said driving device to
form an integral portable unit.

(Amended Response, CX 37, at the Claim

Chart) .
121.

Both the accused and complainant's on-car brake lathes include a

clutch device as that term is defined in the '146 patent specification in
column 2, line 32, et seq.

This clutch device includes a centering feature

and the clutch device in the accused lathe provides for attachment of the
clutch to the brake disc through a centering plate 51.

(Parks, CX 201 at 3,

CX 5 at 5 ) .
122.

The accused lathe further includes self-centering cranks (53) and

clamping means in the form of nuts (MI and studs (R) for locking the rotatable
disc and the brake disc in an aligned position as called for in the '146
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patent claim.
123.

(Parks, CX 2 0 1 at 3 ) .

Complainant's on-car brake lathe includes a clutch device as

disclosed and claimed in the ' 1 4 6 patent, and which is identified in Exhibits
8

and 9 of the complaint as item 1.
124.

In Figure 1 of the 1 4 6 patent, the tool holder is suspended by

attachment arm 7.
125.

(Parks, CX 2 0 1 at 3 - 4 , CX 9 , 10).

(Parks, Tr. at 277).

The connection element CPX 4A is no longer used in the United

States. (Willey, CX 196 at 2 6 ) .
126.

Complainant's on-car brake lathe, marked as CPX 4 , attaches to the

spindle through the clutch assembly by the studs of the
or the rotor.
127.

(Willey, Tr. at 1 4 9 ) .

The accused device marked as CPX 5 attaches to the spindle through

the stud holes in the clutch adaptor.
128.

(Willey, Tr. at 1 5 0 ) .

The tool holder on CPX 4 is a black member having wheels on the

top and backsides thereof.
129.

bearing hub assembly

(Willey, Tr. at 151).

Both complainant's on-car brake lathe brake device and the accused

device utilize a mounting trolley or anti-rotation post to prevent rotation of
the lathe during use.
130.

(Willey, Tr. at 152).

The mounting trolley on complainant's device is detachable from

the lathe during use and can be removed.
131.

(Willey, Tr. at 1 5 4 ) .

By tightening the black handle directly in line with the round

handle on the lathe of CPX 4 , the mounting trolley stops the rotation of the
lathe during use.
132.

(Willey, Tr. at 156, 157).

The anti-rotation post for complainant's on-car brake lathe is a

silver colored rod about 3 1/2 feet long and adjustable in length.
Tr. at 132, 1 3 3 ) .
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(Willey,

133.

The '146 patent discloses "a clutch device 4 designed as a

mounting plate, etc.," as described in column 2 of the patent which
corresponds to the clutch adapter or mounting flange of the physical devices
subject to this investigation.
134.

(Parks, CX 201, at 3-4; CX 2).

The accused portable brake lathe does have a clutch device as that

term is explained at column two of the '146 patent and also has a clamping
means and means for attaching the clutch device to a brake disc as disclosed
in the '146 patent.
135.

(Parks, CX 201, at 4-5).

Complainant's lathe weighs approximately 54 pounds.

One use of a

trolley ie to get the lathe over to the vehicle that is to be serviced.
(Willey, Tr. at 153).
136.

The trolley and anti-rotation poet can be used to prevent rotation

in both the accused product and the domestic product.
137.

(Willey, Tr. at 1 5 3 ) .

Respondents admit that their products have a so-called "universal

adapter" that incorporates a "centering plate" and "centering cranks.t1 (RX 1,
tab 6 (claim chart)).
138.

Kirk, in his claim chart, concedes that the accused products have

a "centering means.
139.

(RX 1, tab 6 at 1).

The respondents admit that their mounting plate is aligned with

the brake disc and then mounted to the hub using the wheel lugs and nuts (rlR1t
and " M t g ) and "centering plate" ( 5 1 ) .
140.

(RX 1, tab 3, tab 6, p. 5/11.

Respondents admit that their products have a Ilclamping means.Il

(RX 18).
141.

The FIG. 1 embodiment of the I146 patent does not consist of

pieces that are joined together,

a.the

driving device (item 1) is not

joined to the tool cutting device which in FIG. 1 is the structure that is
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hung off of the attachment arm 7 that is connected to the disc mounted brakes
holes by bolts (item 8 ) .
142.

(Kirk, Tr. at 341, 342).

The I146 patent discloses that one of the mounting points on the

vehicle for the patented lathe consists of the mounting holes for a dismounted
brake yoke or caliper (Kirk, Tr. at 330).

Kirk in support of this testimony

relies on the claim language "means for attaching said tool holder to the
mounting points for a dismounted brake yoke" (Kirk, Tr. at 331).

Kirk also

relies on the language of the I146 specification, referring to FIG. 2, which
states at col. 2, line 37ff "[olne end of an attachment arm 7 is by means of
bolts 8 attached to the bores for the brake yoke which according to Kirk are
references to the "mounting points for a disc mounted brake yoke" in claim 1
(Tr. at 331, 332).

Kirk also relies on the language of the I146

specification, referring to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 at col. 3, lines 9ff which state
that FIGS. 1 and 2 work mainly in the same manner and teach that "the
attachment arm 7 is fitted to the bores for the brake yoke" (Tr. at 332, 333).
The foregoing was the basis for paragraph 8 of Kirk's affidavit (FU 2) which
read :
8.
The device described by the I146 Patent is designed only for
on-car use, to machine disc brakes, and teaches attachment to the
dismounted brake yoke holes. The device also requires use of
various different interchangeable flanges to accomplish mounting
to the brake disc.

(Tr. at 333).
143. Attachment arm 7 is identified in the I146 patent (at col. 3,
lines 11 to 151, and with respect to the FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 embodiments as
being connected via bolts to locations on the disc mounted brake yoke holes.
Thus bolts go intorthe brake yoke holes and to Kirk the teaching of the I146
patent "is very clear to me, that you have to make an attachment to those
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holes by putting a physical attachment arm 7 into them" (Tr. at 339, 340).

In

addition to what Kirk referred to in the previous finding, to support his view
that said physical attachment is necessary, Kirk makes reference to col. 2,
lines 7ff of the '146 specification, which with reference to FIG. 1 states
that n[tlhe brake yoke with the brake shoes and the brake pistons have been
dismounted from the wheel and on attachment arm seven has thereupon by means

of bolts 8 been fixed in the bores intended for fitting of the brake yoke"
(Tr. at 340, 341).
144.

With respect to the accused CPX 5, Kirk testified:

Q

Dr. Kirk, referring to CPX 5, which is a Hunter Hunger machine
right beside the Pro-Cut machine.

* * *
Q

In your opinion, is there anything attached to the two [sic]
holder that can be attached to the bores of a dismounted break
yoke?

A

Absolutely, positively, nothing, zero, nothing.
JUDGE LUCKERN:

What is the basis for that?

...

* * *
THE WITNESS: What I'm looking for, to answer your
question, is something that has holes in it which will
be able to go and attach to the disc mounted brake
yoke holes by means of inserting bolts 8 into those
holes.
I'm looking by the I146 teachings, to see something on
the end of the Hunter/Hunger BL 300 which has holes in
it. There is nothing at the end of the Hunter/Hunger
BL 300 which has holes in it, so there is nothing that
is attachment arm 7 that will let me go and make any
physical connection, no physical connection that I can
see to the dismounted brake yoke holes.

* * *
THE WITNESS:

...

The cylinder on the outside lateral surface of the cutting tool
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slide is not in any way, shape.or form, adapted to d e connection
to the disc mounted brake yoke holes.
The cylinder on the outside lateral surface of the tool slide is
not adapted in any way, shape or form, to make connection to the
disc mounted brake yoke holes.
JUDGE LUCKERN:

Why do you say that? What's your basis for saying

that?
THE WITNESS: Well, Your Honor, this is a cylinder.
What I'm
looking to pick up is two holes which are located on the spindle
and do now move.
JUDGE LUCKE3U.T: The spindle of the automobile?

THE WITNESS: Spindle of the automobile which is not part of the
Hunter lathe. So somehow, I have to take a round surface with a
hole in it and put two bolts into two holes, which are located on
the spindle.

And there are no parts, nor is it the intent of this machine, the
Hunter Machine, shown in CPX 5, there is no intent that this
machine has any need whatsoever to pick up those mounting holes
for its proper operation.
There is no need for that to occur.

It does not occur.

(Kirk, Tr. at 348-50, 3 5 4 ) .
145.

Q

With respect to complainant's CPX 4, Kirk testified:
-In your opinion, would you go through the same discussion with
respect to the Pro-Cut machine?
JUDGE LUCKERN: Wait a minute. Is there a use of the dolly taught
in the I146 patent, to your knowledge?

THE WITNESS:

No, Your Honor, there is not

* * *
BY MR. COCKBURN:

Q

Is there an attachment arm, or means for attaching said tool
holder to the mounting points for a disc mounted brake yoke on
Complainant's machine, CPX 4 1

A

No, there is not in CPX 4 any means for attaching the structure
known as the brake lathe, to the disc mounted brake yoke holes at
all -period.

Q

However, if I were to
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A

1'11 do that.
JUDGE LUCKERN:

MR. COCKBURN:

You'd better say for the record what you just did.
We have just attached CPX

4A

to CPX

4.

THE WITNESS: Yes, you did do that. Now you have attached a
device to the underside of the tool slide on CPX 4 , and I want to
point out that this device, CPX 4A was not present -- it's the.
first time I've seen this device; it was not present in my
inspection of CPX 4 , the Pro-Cut lathe, when I looked at it.
And you can look at all my photos in the book and all my photos
show what I saw. I did not see that device.
But answering your question, when you put this device in here, so
far, it hasn't done anything more than extend beyond the lateral
surface of the end of the tool slide.
So, your question, now that I understand what you've done is?
probably lost track of it.

I

Q

Now, in your opinion, would CPX 4 [sic] be an equivalent to the
attachment arm, as specified in the ' 1 4 6 patent?

A

Absolutely not. And my reason for that is, look at this CPX 4A
device that you just put on there. Show me, rhetorically
speaking, could you show me, can I find any holes that will be
able to accommodate bolts that will go into the disc mounted brake
yoke holes?
The answer is, no, you can't find those.
Is there any way that this structure that you've shown me in CPX
is capable of accomplishing the teachings in the ' 1 4 6 patent?

4A

Absolutely not. I'm a mechanical engineer. If you try to hang
the weight of this 55 pound lathe off this structure, CPX 4A,
assuming you could somehow get it to connect to the disc mounted
brake yoke, it's going to bend and sag and hit the floor.

(Kirk, Tr. at 3 6 0 - 6 3 ) .
146.

Parks testified as to the attachment bar 7 that the ' 1 4 6 patent

claim 1 is directed by its terms to a one piece portable brake lathe as shown

in FIG. 2 of the patent; and that the clause "means for attaching, etc." as
stated in the ' 1 4 6 patent claim is the attachment bar 7 of FIG. 2 of the ' 1 4 6
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patent, which is described in the '146 patent beginning at col. 2, line 23.
(CX 194 at 7 to 8 ) .

147.

Parks, as to the accused device and the FIG 2 embodiment of the

I146 patent, testified:

...

In the Ekman '146 specification, the rotation is reacted by
attachment of the tool holder to the automobile wheel support bracket
that has threaded bores to normally receive bolts to mount a brake
caliper. The automobile in turn is in fixed relationship to the ground
through a lift. In the Hunger/Hunter portable brake lathe, the final
degree of rotational freedom is reacted by a support leg extending
between a ground surface and the portable brake lathe or a mounting
stand extending between a ground eurface and the portable brake lathe.
(Parks, CX 194 at 14, 15).
148.

Parks, in his witness statement (CX 194) last page in comparing

item (i) and item (1) of the claim in issue with the accused device, states:
Claim 1

Accused Device

(i) means for attaching said tool
holder to the mounting points for
dismounted brake yoke,

means for attaching the tool holder
to a brake is provided through the
unitary connecting arm (3) and the
mounting of the device to the brake
assembly through disc ( S O ) , and
through support stand (60) and antirotation post (211,

* * *
a supporting arm ( 3 ) rigidly
connects the tool holder
assembly to the portable motor
unit to form an integral
portable unit.

(1)
a supporting arm rigidly
connecting said last holder
with said driving device to
form an integral portable unit.

Thereafter Parks testified at the hearing, with respect to what he said above
as to the accused device and item (i):
A

I would perhaps -- I think it probably a better reading -- to make
it clearer in the context might be to say aorn antirotation post
21. That word might make it more clear.
But I meant that "and" in the sense that -- that both of them -- A
and B -- that is, the support stand 60 and the antirotation post
21 serve the antirotation function.
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So perhaps the wording is not optimal, but that war the meaning.

LVCKERN: But let me makc sure I uuderstaad yau. wht you
say right now is that the line that s a p " ( 6 0 ) and antirotation
based on what you just said now, perhapr a better way
pot.
would be (60) or antirotation post"?
JUDGB

--

--

I think that perhapr that would be a more
a
clearer wording that would convey the sense that either the
support stand or the antirotation post provide the function of
suppreesing rotation.

TBE WITNESS:

W

B LVQCERN: A l l right.

THB WITNESS:

So they are not both required.

(Parka, Tr. at 2 8 6 - 8 7 ) .
149.

With respect to the preceding finding Park8 made reference to the

following drawings of the accused device, with the circled references being to
numbered parts in tha 8ccum.d & v k a

(CX-194):
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150.

Parks testified as to an equivalent structure:

Q

Is it still your opinion that what you just described as an
equivalent structure
meaning body and stand, or body and
support rod, works in the same way as an attachment arm?

--

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

I believe so.

(Pause.1
BY MR. COCKBURN:
Q

How does it work in the same way?
both resist rotation?

A

Well, the they are both passive rotation resisters. They both
generate a torque which is applied to the both [sic] of the lathe,
to counter the other torque, which is basically being transmitted
to that body of the lathe through basically the worm drive, or
from the shaft.

Other than the fact that they

The way to counter a torque is to apply either
torque directly or to have a force acting at a
the case of the post, it's very clear that the
the post is located a non-zero radial distance
rotation of the lathe.

a concentrated
distance. And in
mounting point of
off the axis of

And moreover, that the -- when mounted in a vertical position, the
compressive force generated in that post generates a non-zero
:torque about it.
The same thing can be said that for an attachment arm made
directly between the tool holder and the caliper, namely that the
directionality of the connection between the mount at the tool and
the mount on the spindle is also has a
that direction is offaxis with respect to the axis of rotation, which is free, and
therefore, any tension force, or compressive force, which is
generated in a member such as 7 would also generate the countering
torque.

--

And itls just that way.

Q

But isn't it correct that the structures are different? The floor
dolly or floor stand versus the support post versus the attachment
arm?

A

They are different structures, yes.

Q

Very different?
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A

--

They all
there is no way to generate a countering torque but to
generate a countering torque. That's the only way to generate
to stop a rotation. And the way to do that is a force acting at a
distance.

--

The same thing can be said by the wheels of the dolly. They also
are off-axis with respect to the axis of rotation, and therefore,
generate a torque.

Q

But isn't your answer more going to the function rather than the
way that it's done -- i.e., the function of resisting rotation
versus how it is done in the device?

A

Well, they are the same. I mean, it's done through a passive
member. I mean, for example, there is no active torque sensing to
generate countering torques or other methods -- those would be
different ways.
In each case, the way is simply introducing a passive member which
is capable of generating a torque by means of its geometrical
location with respect to the axis of possible relative rotation.

Q

In other words, Dr. Parks, isn't it correct I could drop a column
from the ceiling to the top of the lathe body and firmly secure it
and that would also resist rotation?

A

It would.

Q

And you would say -- you would also say that that's the same way,
just as you say that the body is the same as the support rod is
the same as an attachment arm?

A

I think so. I think it's
you get a torque.

--

you generate a force at a distance;

(Parks, Tr. at 287-90).
I.

DOme6tiC Industry
1.
151.

Comp?lainanf's Production

Beginning in November 1990, Pro-Cut (through its subcontractors)

commenced domestic production of certain components of their disc brake lathes
in the United States and thereafter began assembling those components and
imported components to create its disc brake lathe.
Willey, CX 196 at 9-13).
152,
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(J. Dore, RPX 1 at 32;

Since that
time, complainant has only imported certain components of the lathes, with the
number of and importance of these imported components declining over time.
(J. Dore, RPX 1 at 36; Willey, M 196 at 15-16; Willey, Tr. at 101-102; CX

76).
153.

154.

The lathes sold by complainant during 1993 were predominantly made

by Micro Precision, Inc. (MP), except for the bodies, which were produced in

Sweden.

(Willey, Tr. at 101).

155.

156.

157.

158.

159.

.

The Summer 1993 Pro-Cut Newsletter announced that complainant had

commenced production of VBG lathes in the United States through a "series of
supplier contracts and relationships."
160.

(CX 75 at 1).

The trademark "VBG" appears on the black plastic surface of

complainant's lathe.

(CPX 4).

161. VBG Produckter AB (VBG) granted complainant the right to use its
"VBG"

trademark on its lathes, printed material, exhibitions and advertising.

(CX 72, Sec. 111.1 at 3).
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162.

163.

Complainant currently receives nothing from VBG, but ships a

majority of lathe parts to VBO.

(Willey, CX 196 at 14-15).
164.

165.

166.

2.

Complainant'm Ebnploymant o f Labor

167.

168.

169.

James Dore, complainant's Treasurer, testified in his deposition

that
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170.

Complainant is owned one-third by Willey, one-third by Paul

Hooper, and one-third by Lorin Dore.
171.

(L. Dore, RPX 3 at 6 ) .

Complainant's facility is located in a building which complainant

shares with Northern States Tires, which company is owned one-half by
complainant's Willey and one-half by Lorin Dore.
172.

(L. Dore, RPX 3 at 6)

.

Complainant leases the space in the facility it shares with

Northern States Tires from TGS Associates, which company is owned one-half by
complainant's Willey and one-half by Lorin Dore.
173.

(L. Dore, RPX 3 at 6).

Complainant was incorporated in 1988 in order to become the

exclusive distributor of VBG brake lathes in the United States.

(Willey, CX

196 at 1-2).

174.

175.

176.

177.

Complainant has a contract to sell lathes to VBG for sale outside

of North America.

(CX 71).
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178.

179.

180.

Complainant purchased the molds used by M P to produce the lathe

bodies, and molds for the casting of smaller lathe parts required for its
lathes ,
181.

Complainant has a contract to purchase the molds used to produce

the plastic gears from the current producer of those components in Sweden,

182. At the beginning of 1993, complainant paid the travel expenses of
MP's representatives to go to Sweden to study the manufacturing process for
the VBG lathes.

(Willey, CX 196 at 1 5 ) .

183.

184.

Complainant own several instruments known as profilometers used to

evaluate the quality of the surface finish on a brake disk
Complainant
tests each lathe prior to shipment.
4.

185.

(Willey, CX 196 at 22-23).

Comp18inant18 Reee8rch and Development

Paul Hooper is complainant's Vice President and one-third owner.

(Hooper, CX 192 at 1; L. Dore, RPX 3 at 6).
186.

Complainant conducted research and development to improve the

microfinish produced by its lathe when the product was first received from
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Europe.

(Willey, CX 196 at 9).

Complainant effected several changes to the

design of the lathe as a result of its research including adjusting the
lathe's RPM, changes to the clutch adapter design, alterations in the run-out
screws, the design of the trolley, the design of the base plate, and the
selection of a particular set of tool bits.

(Hooper, CX 192 at 7).

Complainant has also worked on the switch to find a better one.

(Hooper, CX

192 at 7).
187.

Complainant
for research and product development

relating to its lathes.
188.

(Dore, CX 193 at 5 ) .

Complainant has spent

including the outside consultants from Dartmouth College and Archie
Frangoulis, as well as the time and salaries of its own employees.

(Willey,

CX 196 at 22).

189. With regard to past research efforts, complainant has sought ways
to make its lathe fit more vehicles, and to improve upon the micro finish of
the lathe.

Complainant's main concern today with regard to its research

efforts is to make the lathe more "user friendly."
190.

(Willey, CX 196 at 22).

Complainant currently employs a research engineer who is devoting

most of his time to the lathe.
5.

#PI8

(Willey, CX 196 at 22).

Production and Investment Activitie8

191. Beginning in March of 1994, complainant's entire disc brake lathe,
except the electric motor, is made in the United States.
12, Willey, RPX 2 at

(Willey, CX 196 at

63).

192. MP is located in SUnapee, New Hampshire with Wiggins its President
and General Manager.

(Wiggins, CX 198 at 1).
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193. As of March 11, 1994, Pro-Cut had not yet taken delivery of a
brake lathe totally manufactured in the United States.

On that date,

complainantls Bryan Laraway testified at his deposition in Washington, D.C.,
that he hoped and expected to see the first shipment of complete lathes from
complainant's subcontractor MP, when he returned to Pro-Cut.

(Laraway, CPX 7

at 31-33).
194.

MP

195.

According to Wiggins,

has two buildings at its Sunapee, New Hampshire facility:

are devoted to work on complainant's
products.
196.

(Wiggins, CX 198 at 2).
Complainant's brake lathe comprises

of MP's current production.

197.

(Wiggins, CX 198 at 3).

Since August 1992, MP has produced major components for

(Wiggins, CX 198 at 2; J. Dore, CX 193 at
3).

198. MP has

(Wiggins, CX

198 at 3) .
199. MP produces
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(Wiggins, M 198 at 3 ) .
200.

MP attempts

201.

M P supplies "most" of the spare parts to complainanttthat are used

by complainant to support their customers in the field.

(Wiggins, CX 198 at

6).

202.

(Willey Tr. at 117).
203.

MP has a verbal purchase agreement with complainant by which

complainant agreed to buy all of its brake lathe requirements from MP with a

204.

Willey testified that he prefers to do business "on a trust basis"

without a written agreement with MP; that he relies on MP's promises and MP
relies on his promises; and that complainant also did business with VBG
without written agreements.
205.

MP

(Willey, CX 196 at 16-17).

sells the lathes it manufactures to

206.

207. According to complainant's Treasurer, Games Dore, the value of
imported components used by

Mp

in complainant's lathe is as follows:
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(Dore, CX

193

at

3)

.

208.

209.

210.

6.

# p u n Employment of Labor and C a p i t a l

211.

As

212.

Wiggins testified that MP's

of the end of April 1994,

new

investment in tools onlv for

complainant's lathes
Wiggins further
testified that the total value of equipment being utilized in the production
of complainant's lathes

at

(Wiggins, CX 198

5).

213. Wiggins testified that the following is a "partial list" of MP

machinery used "exclusively or principally" in the production of complainant's
lathes:
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(Wiggins, CX 198 at 6-5; CX 190).
214.

Regarding use of MP's tools -for purposes other than manufacturing

complainant's lathes, complainant's Willey testified in his deposition as
follows :
Q.
Now, the contractors here in the U.S. that you
identified before, Micro Precision and Spec Tool and Brooks
Hansen, and those guys, do they have special tooling or equipment
that they use to make the portions of the lathe for you that they
make, or is that all stuff that they had previous?
A.
The only one that I could speak for at all would be
Micro Precision. And, no, he bought a special tool.
Q.

He did buy a special tool?

A.

know.

At least one major one that I know
I know he bought several of them.

--

major one that I

Q.
Are those tools useable for any other things besides
making components for the Pro-Cut lathe?
A.
I would think that they weren't developed just for
making the lathe, so I would have to say they must be able to be
used for somethins else.

else?

Q.

Do you know if in fact that are used for somethinq

A.
I don't know.
other than my lathe.

I haven't seen it used for anything

(Willey, RPX 2 at 144-45) (Ehphasis added).
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215.

Willey testified that complainant

216.

Brian Kelly holds a Bachelor's Degree with Honors from Stanford

university, a Master's in Public Affairs Degree from the Woodrow Wilson School
of Princeton University, and as of the hearing, had largely completed the
requirements for the Ph.D. Degree in Economics at Harvard University,
expecting to receive the degree in June, 1994.
217.

(Kelly, CX 195 at 1-2).

Kelly has been an independent economic consultant for 8 years.

Prior to that time, he was a Manager with the Management Consulting Services
of Price Waterhouse.

Prior to that time he was an analyst and supervisor with

the United States Department of Commerce's International Trade Administration.
(Kelly, CX 195 at 1).
218.

Kelly analyzed the various documents produced by complainant and

MP in this investigation, inspected the physical facilities of complainant and
MP, reviewed original accounting records, and interviewed complainant and MP

personnel.
219.

(Kelly, CX 195 at 2).
The physical inventory reported in MP's 1993 corporate tax return

shows parts inventory, substantially all of which could be traced to Exhibit
CX 179, which is an exploded diagram of the subject machine, and which
identifies the part numbers originally used by VBG and adopted by MP.

(Kelly,

CX 195 at 5).
220.

Kelly reviewed job cards from April, 1993 through March, 1994

(Exhibits CX91-CX102), which job cards indicated the nature of each j o b and
the machine and personnel time devoted to it.

Said job cards indicate a large

and increasing proportion of jobs performed for complainant.
at 5 ) .
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(Kelly, CX 195

221.

The accounts receivable records of Micro-Precision &d

files of

consecutively numbered
The age of complainant's
receivables is roughly the same as that for other firms with positive account
balances.

Kelly verified the information presented by M P by tracing samples

of the invoice numbers listed to the actual invoices

(mExhibit

(2x31). In

each case the original invoices indicate parts or subassembly numbers for the
subject brake lathe.
222.

MP

(Kelly, CX 195 at

5-6).

is a going economic concern with extensive investment in plant

and equipment, and a substantial portion of this investment is devoted to
production of the subject lathes or subassemblies.
223.

(Kelly, CX 195 at 6).

The job cards maintained by MP (CX9l-CXl02) indicate that a

substantial majority of MP's labor time since November, 1993 has been on
complainant jobs.

(Kelly, CX 195 at 8).
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CONCLUSIONS OF L A W
1.

The Commission has in rem jurisdiction, subject matter and

personam

jurisdiction.
'146

2.

There is no infringement of the asserted claim of the

3.

There is no domestic industry involving the asserted claim of the '146

patent.

patent.
4.

There is no unfair act in the importation of the subject matter in issue.

5.

There is no violation of section 337.
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I N I T I A L DETKRMIHATION AND ORDER

Based on the foregoing findings of fact, conclusions of law, the
opinion, and the record as a whole, and having considered all of the pleadings
and arguments presented orally and in briefs, as well as certain proposed
findings of fact, it is the administrative law judge's determination that
there is no violation of section 337 in the importation into the United States
and sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after
importation of certain portable on-car disc brake lathes and components
thereof.
The administrative law judge hereby CERTIFIES to the Commission this
final initial determination, together with the record consisting of the
transcript of the hearing, and the exhibits admitted into evidence and the
exhibits as to which objections have been sustained. The pleadings of the
parties filed with the Secretary are not certified, since they are already in
the Commission's possession in accordance with Commission Rules of Practice
and Procedure.
Further it is ordered that:
1.

In accordance with Commission interim rule 210.44(b), all material

heretofore marked

in

camera because of business, financial, and marketing data

found by the administrative law judge to be cognizable as confidential
business information under Commission interim rule 201.6(a) is to be given &
camera treatment continuing after the date this investigation is terminated.
2.

Counsel for the parties shall have in the hands of the

administrative law judge a copy of this final initial determination with those
portions containing confidential business information designated in brackets,
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no later than Friday, August 26, 1994.

No such bracketed version shall be

served by telecopy on the administrative law judge.

If no such version is

received from a party, it will mean that the party has no objection to
removing the confidential status, in its entirety, from this final initial
determination.
3.

This initial determination shall become the determination of the

Commission forty-five (45) days after the service thereof, unless the
Commission, within forty-five (45) days after the date of filing of the
initial determination shall have ordered review of the initial determination
or certain issues therein pursuant to Commission interim rules 210.54(b) or
210.55 (19 C.F.R.

5 210.54(b) or 210.55) or by order shall have changed the

effective date of the initial determination.

g,L

Paul J. huckern

Adminiairative Law Judge
Issued: August 12, 1994
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